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January 21, 2004

SUBJECT: Transmittal of Responses to AP1000 DSER Open Items

This letter transmits the Westinghouse responses to Open Items in the AP1000 Design Safety
Evaluation Report (DSER). A list of the DSER Open Item responses transmitted with this letter
is Attachment 1. The proprietary responses are transmitted as Attachment 2. The non-
proprietary responses are provided as Attachment 3 to this letter.

The Westinghouse Electric Company Copyright Notice, Proprietary Information Notice,
Application for Withholding, and Affidavit are also enclosed with this submittal letter as
Enclosure 1. Attachment 2 contains Westinghouse proprietary information consisting of trade
secrets, commercial information or financial information which we consider privileged or
confidential pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790. Therefore, it is requested that the Westinghouse
proprietary information attached hereto be handled on a confidential basis and be withheld from
public disclosures.

This material is for your internal use only and may be used for the purpose for which it is
submitted. It should not be otherwise used, disclosed, duplicated, or disseminated, in whole or in
part, to any other person or organization outside the Commission, the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research and the necessary subcontractors that have
signed a proprietary non-disclosure agreement with Westinghouse without the express written
approval of Westinghouse.
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Correspondence with respect to the application for withholding should reference AW-04-1780, and
should be addressed to James A. Gresham, Manager of Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing,
Westinghouse Electric Company, P.O. Box 355, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 15230-0355.

Please contact me at 412-374-4728 if you have any questions concerning this submittal.

Very truly yours,

R.P. Vuk, Man r
Passive Plant Engineering
AP600 & API000 Projects

/Enclosure
1. Westinghouse Electric Company Copyright Notice, Proprietary Information Notice, Application

for Withholding, and Affidavit AW-04-1780.

/Attachments
I. List of the AP1000 Design Certification Review, Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item

Responses transmitted with letter DCP/NRC1674
2. Proprietary AP1000 Design Certification Review, Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item

Responses dated January 21, 2004
3. Non-Proprietary AP1000 Design Certification Review, Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item

Responses dated January 21, 2004
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Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230-0355
USA

January 21, 2004

AW-04-1780
Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

ATTENTION: Mr. John Segala

APPLICATION FOR WITHHOLDING PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

SUBJECT: Transmittal of Westinghouse Proprietary Class 2 Documents Related to
API000 Design Certification Review Draft Safety Evaluation Report (DSER)
Open Item Response

Dear Mr. Segala:

The application for withholding is submitted by Westinghouse Electric Company, LLC ("Westinghouse")
pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(1) of Section 2.790 of the Commission's regulations. It
contains commercial strategic information proprietary to Westinghouse and customarily held in
confidence.

The proprietary material for which withholding is being requested is identified in the proprietary version of
the subject documents. In conformance with 10 CFR Section 2.790, Affidavit AW-04-1780 accompanies
this application for withholding setting forth the basis on which the identified proprietary information may
be withheld from public disclosure.

Accordingly, it is respectfully requested that the subject information which is proprietary to Westinghouse
be withheld from public disclosure in accordance with 10 CFR Section 2.790 of the Commission's
regulations.

Correspondence with respect to this application for withholding or the accompanying affidavit should
reference AW-04-1780 and should be addressed to the undersigned.

Very truly yours,

Vijuk, Man r
Passive Plant Engineering
AP600 & API000 Projects

/Enclosures
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA:

ss

COUNTY OF ALLEGHENY:

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared John S. Galembush, who, being by me duly

sworn according to law, deposes and says that he is authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of

Westinghouse Electric Company, LLC ("Westinghouse"), and that the averments of fact set forth in this

Affidavit are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief.

L ohn S. Galembush, Acting Manager
Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing
Nuclear Services Division

Sworn to and subscribed

before me this c;Zj>day

of ,2004

Notary Public

Notaria Seal
Sharon L Fori. Notary Pubc

Monroevele Boro, Aflegieny County
My Commissio Expres January 29, 2007

Member. Pemsylvania Assodaton o Notaries
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(1) I am Acting Manager, Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing, of the Westinghouse Electric

Company LLC ("Westinghouse"), and as such, I have been specifically delegated the function of

reviewing the proprietary information sought to be withheld from public disclosure in connection

with nuclear power plant licensing and rulemaking proceedings, and am authorized to apply for

its withholding on behalf of the Westinghouse Electric Company, LLC.

(2) I am making this Affidavit in conformance with the provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.790 of the

Commission's regulations and in conjunction with the Westinghouse application for withholding

accompanying this Affidavit.

(3) I have personal knowledge of the criteria and procedures utilized by the Westinghouse Electric

Company, LLC in designating information as a trade secret, privileged or as confidential

commercial or financial information.

(4) Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(4) of Section 2.790 of the Commission's regulations,

the following is furnished for consideration by the Commission in determining whether the

information sought to be withheld from public disclosure should be withheld.

(i) The information sought to be withheld from public disclosure is owned and has been held

in confidence by Westinghouse.

(ii) The information is of a type customarily held in confidence by Westinghouse and not

customarily disclosed to the public. Westinghouse has a rational basis for determining

the types of information customarily held in confidence by it and, in that connection,

utilizes a system to determine when and whether to hold certain types of information in

confidence. The application of that system and the substance of that system constitutes

Westinghouse policy and provides the rational basis required.

Under that system, information is held in confidence if it falls in one or more of several

types, the release of which might result in the loss of an existing or potential competitive

advantage, as follows:
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(a) The information reveals the distinguishing aspects of a process (or component,

structure, tool, method, etc.) where prevention of its use by any of

Westinghouse's competitors without license from Westinghouse constitutes a

competitive economic advantage over other companies.

(b) It consists of supporting data, including test data, relative to a process (or

component, structure, tool, method, etc.), the application of which data secures a

competitive economic advantage, e.g., by optimization or improved

marketability.

(c) Its use by a competitor would reduce his expenditure of resources or improve his

competitive position in the design, manufacture, shipment, installation, assurance

of quality, or licensing a similar product.

(d) It reveals cost or price information, production capacities, budget levels, or

commercial strategies of Westinghouse, its customers or suppliers.

(e) It reveals aspects of past, present, or future Westinghouse or customer funded

development plans and programs of potential commercial value to Westinghouse.

(f) It contains patentable ideas, for which patent protection may be desirable.

There are sound policy reasons behind the Westinghouse system which include the

following:

(a) The use of such information by Westinghouse gives Westinghouse a competitive

advantage over its competitors. It is, therefore, withheld from disclosure to

protect the Westinghouse competitive position.

(b) It is information which is marketable in many ways. The extent to which such

information is available to competitors diminishes the Westinghouse ability to

sell products and services involving the use of the information.
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(c) Use by our competitor would put Westinghouse at a competitive disadvantage by

reducing his expenditure of resources at our expense.

(d) Each component of proprietary information pertinent to a particular competitive

advantage is potentially as valuable as the total competitive advantage. If

competitors acquire components of proprietary information, any one component

may be the key to the entire puzzle, thereby depriving Westinghouse of a

competitive advantage.

(e) Unrestricted disclosure would jeopardize the position of prominence of

Westinghouse in the world market, and thereby give a market advantage to the

competition of those countries.

(f) The Westinghouse capacity to invest corporate assets in research and

development depends upon the success in obtaining and maintaining a

competitive advantage.

(iii) The information is being transmitted to the Commission in confidence and, under the

provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.790, it is to be received in confidence by the

Commission.

(iv) The information sought to be protected is not available in public sources or available

information has not been previously employed in the same original manner or method to

the best of our knowledge and belief.

(v) The proprietary information sought to be withheld in this submittal is that which is

appropriately marked in Attachment 2 as Proprietary Class 2 in the Westinghouse

Electric Co., LLC document: (1) "AP1000 Design Certification Review, Draft Safety

Evaluation Report Open Item Response."

This information is being transmitted by Westinghouse's letter and Application for

Withholding Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure, being transmitted by

Westinghouse Electric Company letter AW-04-1780 to the Document Control Desk,

Attention: John Segala, CIPM/NRLPO, MS 0-4D9A.
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This information is part of that which will enable Westinghouse to:

(a) Provide documentation supporting determination of APP-GW-GL-700, "API000

Design Control Document," analysis on a plant specific basis

(b) Provide the applicable engineering evaluation which establishes the Tier 2

requirements as identified in APP-GW-GL-700.

Further this information has substantial commercial value as follows:

(a) Westinghouse plans to sell the use of similar information to its customers for

purposes of meeting NRC requirements for Licensing Documentation.

(b) Westinghouse can sell support and defense of API000 Design Certification.

Public disclosure of this proprietary information is likely to cause substantial harm to the

competitive position of Westinghouse because it would enhance the ability of

competitors to provide similar methodologies and licensing defense services for

commercial power reactors without commensurate expenses. Also, public disclosure of

the information would enable others to use the information to meet NRC requirements for

licensing documentation without purchasing the right to use the information.

The development of the technology described in part by the information is the result of

applying the results of many years of experience in an intensive Westinghouse effort and

the expenditure of a considerable sum of money.

In order for competitors of Westinghouse to duplicate this information, similar technical

programs would have to be performed and a significant manpower effort, having the

requisite talent and experience, would have to be expended for performing and analyzing

tests.

Further the deponent sayeth not.
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January 21, 2004

Copyright Notice

The documents transmitted herewith each bear a Westinghouse copyright notice. The NRC is permitted to

make the number of copies for the information contained in these reports which are necessary for its internal

use in connection with generic and plant-specific reviews and approvals as well as the issuance, denial,

amendment, transfer, renewal, modification, suspension, revocation, or violation of a license, permit, order,

or regulation subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.790 regarding restrictions on public disclosure to the

extent such information has been identified as proprietary by Westinghouse, copyright protection not

withstanding. With respect to the non-proprietary versions of these reports, the NRC is permitted to make

the number of copies beyond these necessary for its internal use which are necessary in order to have one

copy available for public viewing in the appropriate docket files in the public document room in

Washington, DC and in local public document rooms as may be required by NRC regulations if the number

of copies submitted is insufficient for this purpose. Copies made by the NRC must include the copyright

notice in all instances and the proprietary notice if the original was identified as proprietary.
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PROPRIETARY INFORMATION NOTICE

Transmitted herewith are proprietary and/or non-proprietary versions of documents furnished to the NRC
in connection with requests for generic and/or plant-specific review and approval.

In order to conform to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations concerning the
protection of proprietary information so submitted to the NRC, the information which is proprietary in the
proprietary versions is contained within brackets, and where the proprietary information has been deleted
in the non-proprietary versions, only the brackets remain (the information that was contained within the
brackets in the proprietary versions having been deleted). The justification for claiming the information
so designated as proprietary is indicated in both versions by means of lower case letters (a) through (f)
located as a superscript immediately following the brackets enclosing each item of information being
identified as proprietary or in the margin opposite such information. These lower case letters refer to the
types of information Westinghouse customarily holds in confidence identified in Sections (4)(ii)(a)
through (4)(ii)(f) of the affidavit accompanying this transmittal pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790(b)(1).
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January 21, 2004

Attachment 1

List of

Proprietary and Non-Proprietary Responses

Table 1

"List of Westinghouse's Responses to DSER Open Items Transmitted in DCP/NRC1674"

15.2-7-1 Item 7 Revision 5 *21.5-2P Item 19 Revision 4
21.5-2 Item 19 Revision 4

*Proprietary
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Westinghouse Non-Proprietary Class 3

DCP/NRC1674
Docket No. 52-006

January 21, 2004

Attachment 3

AP 1000 Design Certification Review
Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Non-Proprietary Responses
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

DSER Open Item Number: 15.2.7-1 Item 7 (Response Revision 5)

Original RAI Number(s): None

Summary of Issue:

The revised DCD Section 15.6.5.4C (DSER 01 15.2.7-1P Page 14) states that the LTC phase
analysis uses the NOTRUMP DEDVI case at 25 psia containment pressure reported in Section
15.6.5.4B as initial conditions, and the WGOTHIC analysis of this event as boundary conditions.

Please describe the model used to develop the containment backpressure and demonstrate that
it represents a bounding and conservative estimate of containment pressure following a small
break LOCA. Discuss any differences that may exist between this model and that used in the
large break LOCA analyses. Please discuss how water spillage from a broken DVI line is mixed
with the containment atmosphere and justify that the treatment is consistent with the
Westinghouse ECCS evaluation model. Discuss the conservative treatment of non-safety
related containment sprays and containment coolers in reducing containment pressure. Please
also clarify if the 25 psia initial condition is consistent with the WGOTHIC analysis of the
containment pressure as a function of time.

NRC Comment from 1/15/04 conference call:

1. Provide an overview discussion of the analysis methods used for SBLOCA and long term
cooling.

2. Westinghouse should provide revised NOTRUMP and WCOBRAITRAC analyses with
containment pressure from the WGOTHIC analysis in Attachment B of Revision 4 to this
response or with containment pressure of 14.7 psia. This should include DCD analysis,
PRA analysis and sensitivity analyses previously performed at higher containment pressure.

Westinghouse Response (Revision 5):

1. Analysis Methods for SBLOCA and Long Term Cooling

NOTRUMP is used to analyze the RCS response to the SBLOCA from the time of the break
until stable IRWST injection is achieved. For the DEDVI break significant mass and energy is
discharged to the containment during this time and elevated containment pressure results.
WGOTHIC is used to analyze the containment response using mass and energy release inputs
from the NOTRUMP analysis; NOTRUMP and WGOTHIC are run iteratively to assure that the
containment pressure input to the NOTRUMP analysis is not greater than the WGOTHIC
calculated containment pressure using the mass and energy releases from NOTRUMP. For
breaks other than the DEDVI break, the NOTRUMP containment pressure is conservatively
assumed to be atmospheric pressure.

Westinghouse DSER 01 15.2.7-1 Item 7 R5 Page 1

Westinghouse
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

WCOBRA/TRAC is used to analyze the RCS response to the SBLOCA long term cooling period
from the time of stable IRWST injection until stable sump injection is achieved after the JRWST
has drained to the sump level. WCOBRA/TRAC is also used in window mode to analyze the
RCS response at the time in the long term (-14 days) when leakage between containment
flooded and unflooded compartments could reduce the containment sump level to a minimum.
For the Chapter 15 DCD WCOBRA/TRAC analysis from the time of stable IRWST injection until
stable sump injection the containment pressure is determined using WGOTHIC with
assumptions to achieve a conservatively low containment pressure. A WCOBRAITRAC window
mode analysis is also provided in Chapter 15 for the time at the beginning of sump injection with
the more conservative assumption of 14.7 psia containment pressure. The -14 day
WCOBRAITRAC analysis in Chapter 15 uses the conservative assumption of 14.7 psia
containment pressure. For WCOBRA/TRAC DEDVI long term cooling PRA analyses with intact
containment the appropriate containment pressure is determined using WGOTHIC.

WGOTHIC is used to analyze the containment response to DEDVI SBLOCA and long term
cooling. NOTRUMP provides mass and energy release input to WGOTHIC for the time from the
break to stable IRWST injection. Separate hand calculations are performed to provide mass and
energy release input to WGOTHIC for times after stable IRWST injection. WGOTHIC provides
containment atmosphere and sump water pressure and temperature as input to the
WCOBRA/TRAC long term cooling analysis. A separate hand calculation is performed using
containment sump temperature and condensate return temperature from WGOTHIC to
determine containment water levels at the beginning of sump injection and as a function of time
thereafter; this calculation determines the time at which minimum sump level occurs as a result
of possible leakage from flooded to unflooded containment compartments and is an input to the
WCOBRA/TRAC analysis of RCS long term cooling at the minimum level.

Westinghouse
DSER 01 15.2.7-1 Item 7 R5 Page 2
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

2. Revised analyses have been performed as shown in the following table:

Analysis Case Code Containment Pressure Basis Location of Case Description /
Results

DEDVI-DCD NOTRUMP WGOTHIC per Att B of this DCD revision at end of this
response response

DEDVI-DCD NOTRUMP 14.7 psia DCD revision at end of this
response

DEDVI- NOTRUMP WGOTHIC per Att B of this To be provided in a new revision
Homogeneous ADS4 response to this response - 1/28/04
sensitivity

DEDVI- ADS4 NOTRUMP WGOTHIC per Att B of this To be provided in a new revision
resistance sensitivity response to this response - 1/28/04
DEDVI-PRA NOTRUMP WGOTHIC per Att B of this PRA revision at end of this

response response

DEDVI DCD WCOBRA/ WGOTHIC per Att B of this To be provided in a new revision
IRWST injection to TRAC response to this response - 1/28/04 and in
sump recirculation DCD revison 9

DEDVI-DCD WCOBRA/ 14.7 psia DCD revision at end of this
window at start of TRAC response
sump recirculation

DEDVI-DCD WCOBRA/ 14.7 psia DCD revision at end of this
window at min sump TRAC response
level at 14 days

DEDVI-PRA Case F WCOBRAI WGOTHIC per Att B of this PRA revision at end of this
TRAC response response

NRC Comment from 1/8/04 conference call:

2. Please explain why the containment pressure in the NRC case increases after 9000
seconds as shown in Figure A-1, and would containment pressure decrease in the long
term.

Westinghouse Response (Revision 4):

Revision 4 of this response provides Westinghouse response to item 2 of NRC comments for
this Open Item from the 1/8/04 conference call.

The switchover from IRWST injection to sump injection occurs at -9000 seconds. This results
in lower subcooling of the injection water and correspondingly higher steaming into containment.
In the WGOTHIC NRC case this additional steaming is enough to cause a small rise in
containment pressure. The pressure will decrease in the long term as decay heat decreases.
This pressure rise is not seen in the WGOTHIC base case because the passive containment
cooling is more effective at the higher pressure level of the base case.

Westinghouse
DSER 01 15.2.7-1 Item 7 R5 Page 3
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Westinghouse Response (Revision 3):

Attachment B provides Westinghouse response to three items identified in the 12/17/03 Open
Item status meeting.

Westinghouse
DSER 01 15.2.7-1 Item 7 R5 Page 4
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Westinghouse Response (Revision 2):

As a result of the assessment of the Westinghouse AP1000 small-break WGOTHIC
containment model by the NRC Containment and Accident Dose Assessment Section (Ref: "An
Assessment of the Westinghouse AP1000 Small-Break LOCA WGOTHIC Containment Model
for Minimum Containment Pressure and Lon-Term Cooling," USNRC, November 2003),
Revision 2 of this response has been prepared. Attachment A summarizes the NRC
assessment and provides the Westinghouse response.

Original and Revision I Response:

For AP600 and AP1000, two different WGOTHIC models were used to determine the
containment backpressure that would exist following a LOCA event. Assumptions were used in
these models to conservatively underpredict the pressure. These two models are discussed
below.

Large Break LOCA Model for PCT Calculation

For this case, a simplified WGOTHIC model of the containment was developed to determine the
containment pressure response during the blowdown portion of a double-ended cold leg break.
This model consists of a single control volume that represents the containment, all the heat
sinks inside containment, and a simplified thermal conductor representing the containment shell
that is connected from the containment control volume to a control volume that represents the
environment. The boundary conditions for this model are specified in Reference 1. The outside
temperature of the shell is held at a constant temperature of OF. The heat transfer coefficient
inside containment consists of the Tagami correlation for the blowdown portion of the transient
(first 29 seconds), and the Uchida condensation correlation for the time following blowdown.
These heat transfer coefficients are applied on all the internal heat sinks as well as the inside of
the containment shell. As specified in Reference 1, the Tagami correlation is multiplied by a
factor of four, and the Uchida correlation is multiplied by a factor of 1.2.

Small Break LOCA Model to Determine Containment Backpressure

A second WGOTHIC model was used to determine the AP600 and AP1000 containment
backpressure after a small break LOCA event. These results were used as the boundary
conditions for small break LOCA NOTRUMP analyses and WCOBRAITRAC long term cooling
analyses. The model is the same as the evaluation model used to determine the peak
containment pressure for the DCD with assumptions changed to minimize the pressure
response. For AP600, this model was used to support the long term cooling analysis, but was
not used for the small break LOCA backpressure. For AP1000, this model was used to support
the long term cooling analysis as well as the double-ended DVI (DEDVI) break analysis.

This model is described in Reference 2 which was submitted to the NRC and reviewed as part
of AP600 Design Certification. As specified in Reference 2, the following changes to the DCD
WGOTHIC model were made for this analysis:

Westinghouse DSER 0115.2.7-1 Item 7 R5 Page 5
v~Westinghouse
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

a) The DCD model is biased to maximize containment pressure. These assumptions were
changed for the backpressure analysis to minimize containment pressure.

* Heat transfer coefficient multipliers which are set to values less than unity for the peak
pressure analysis are set to unity for the backpressure analysis

* Heat sinks that are conservatively neglected for the peak pressure analysis are
included for the backpressure analysis

* Initial conditions inside containment that are biased to the highest operating pressure
and temperature are set to the lowest operating pressure and temperature. Relative
humidity is set to 100% to minimize the initial air inventory inside containment.
Environmental boundary conditions are biased to maximize heat transfer from the
passive containment cooling system and minimize the containment pressure.

* The containment vent system is assumed to be open at the start of the event and
closes on an SI signal. This allows an initial decrease in the air inventory which results
in a lower containment pressure

b) Mass and energy release rates that are specific for the double-ended DVI break are
included in the WGOTHIC model.

* Water spilling from the broken DVI is assumed to enter the PXS compartment containing
the break. This water does not interact with the containment atmosphere as it falls from
the break.

Non-safety systems such as containment fan coolers and containment sprays are not
considered for this analysis. The containment spray system is only used in the event of severe
accidents. Its use requires the operator to align the pumps and water sources for operation
(requires an operator to open manual valves out in the plant). The chilled water supply to the
fan coolers is automatically isolated following an SI signal. The system can be restarted by the
operator to assist in long-term recovery following a LOCA, and it is not considered in this
shorter-term analysis.

Two sensitivity studies were done to determine the effect of these assumptions.

Cold Water Spill Sensitivity

The DEDVI break consists of two break flow paths; one from the vessel side, and one from the
loop side. The vessel side break is a typical high-temperature, high-pressure two-phase
blowdown. This two-phase flow is assumed to form droplets that are dispersed into the
atmosphere of the break compartment. The recommended drop size is 100 microns. The loop
side break flow consists of low-temperature (-80F), high-pressure single phase water.
Normally, this water is spilled to the floor of the compartment and is not assumed to interact with
the vapor-space region of the compartment. For this sensitivity study, the loop side break flow
is assumed to be dispersed into the atmosphere of the break compartment.

Westinghouse DSER 01 15.2.7-1 Item 7 R5 Page 6
SWestinghouse
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Figure 1 shows the containment pressure response for the two cases. By allowing the cold
water to interact with the steam and two-phase mixture in the compartment vapor space, the
overall pressure is reduced by approximately 2 psi. The pressure remains above 25 psia
between the time that the ADS4 flow becomes non-critical and the time of IRWST injection. The
interaction between the steam and the water droplets in the compartment causes steam to
condense resulting in less steam to pressurize the containment. In addition, the water droplets
are heated so that the water accumulating on the compartment floor is saturated.

Heat Transfer Coefficient Sensitivity

The Tagami correlation is not considered appropriate for use in small break LOCA analysis.
This correlation was developed to account for significant forced convection heat transfer that
takes place during the blowdown period of a large break LOCA. This time period is about 30
seconds. For the DEDVI, the 'blowdown" period extends to about 500 seconds during which an
equivalent amount of energy is released from the RCS to the containment atmosphere as
occurs for the large break LOCA. Since the forced convection in containment depends on a
characteristic velocity, the velocities inside containment during the blowdown period can be
compared for the two events by comparing the blowdown time. Thus, it is likely that the
velocities would be at least a factor of ten lower for the DEDVI than for the DECL during the
blowdown, and since the forced convection heat transfer coefficient is roughly proportional to
the velocity, use of Tagami during a small break LOCA blowdown would significantly overpredict
the forced convection heat transfer. The Uchida correlation is recommended for these
analyses.

As a sensitivity, the multiplier on the Uchida correlation was increased to 4.0 during the
blowdown period (<500 seconds). Figure 2 shows the containment pressure response with and
without this multiplier assuming mixing of the cold water spill as described above. These results
show little sensitivity to the increased heat transfer coefficient.

The results of these sensitivity studies show that the containment backpressure boundary
condition of 25 psia is valid for use in the DEDVI small break LOCA analysis.

Westinghouse DSER 01 15.2.7-1 Item 7 R5 Page 7
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

AP1000 Containment Backpressure Sensitivity
Spill Water Mixing
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Figure 1: Cold WVater Droplet Size Sensitivity

Westinghouse
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AP1000 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW

Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

AP1000 Containment Backpressure Sensitivity
Heat Transfer Coefficient Multiplier
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Figure 2: Heat Transfer Multiplier Sensitivity
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Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Attachment A

Summary of NRC Assesment

Bounding Containment Backpressure for AP1000 Long-Term Cooling

The NRC staff asked for a description of the model used to develop the containment
backpressure for small-break LOCA and long-term cooling (DSER Open Item 15.2.7-1 Item 7
[Ref 1]). In addition, the staff asked for a discussion of the differences between this model and
the model used for minimum pressure following a large-break LOCA. Specifically, the staff
asked Westinghouse to discuss how cold water spilled from the broken DVI line interacts with
the containment atmosphere, and to discuss the role of non-safety equipment such as fan
coolers and containment sprays for these analyses.

The Westinghouse response to this open item is summarized as follows:

1. The WGOTHIC model for small-break LOCA backpressure and long-term cooling
is consistent with the methodology in WCAP-14601, "AP600 Accident Analyses -
Evaluation Models," Rev 2 (Ref 2).

2. The use of the Tagami correlation is not appropriate for small-break LOCA
analyses.

3. Heat sinks that are removed for the peak pressure calculation are included in the
small-break LOCA backpressure and long-term cooling calculation

4. Non-safety fan coolers and containment sprays require specific post-accident
operator action and would not be available during the time frame prior to sump
recirculation switchover.

5. The cold water spill was introduced to the containment atmosphere as a fine mist
(100-micron drops) and the resulting containment pressure was reduced by
approximately 2 psi.

The Westinghouse response to the Open Item was referred to the Containment and Accident
Dose Assessment Section for further review. The NRC staff prepared an assessment of the
AP1000 Small-Break LOCA WGOTHIC Containment Model for Minimum Containment Pressure
and Long-Term Cooling (Ref. 3). The assessment concluded the following:

1. The API000 small-break LOCA and long-term cooling minimum containment
pressure methodology is consistent with WCAP-14601, "AP600 Accident Analyses -
Evaluation Models," (Ref. 4). Key assumptions for this analysis are summarized
below:

- the containment volume is 1.05 times the best estimate value

DSER 0115.2.7-1 Item 7 R5 Page 10
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Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

- the initial containment temperature is 120F
- the passive heat sink areas are 1.05 times the best estimate values
- the PCS water flow is set to the maximum value and water coverage is set to

the maximum value
- no penalties are applied to the PCS heat and mass transfer correlations

2. The APIOQO small-break LOCA and long-term cooling minimum containment
pressure methodology differs from the methodology used to determine the minimum
pressure for large-break LOCA as described in the AP600 and AP1000 Tier 2 DCD
Section 6.2.1.5 (Ref. 5). These differences are summarized below:

- the containment volume is 1.1 times the reference value
- the passive heat sink surface areas are 2.1 times their reference values
- the material properties are biased high
- the air annulus and containment shell temperatures are assumed to be held

at a constant OF
- the containment purge is operated at time zero and closes 12 seconds after

the pressure setpoint of 8 psig is reached
- the initial containment pressure and temperature are set to their low values

(14.7 psia, 90F) consistent with SRP 6.2.1.5
- the containment relative humidity is set to 99%
- the Tagami correlation with a multiplier of 4.0 is used for the blowdown

3. The staff concluded that use of the Tagami correlation was not justified for small-
break LOCA. It was recommended that the Uchida correlation with a 1.2 multiplier
be used.

4. It is the staff's recommendation that the WGOTHIC small-break LOCA and long-term
cooling model be modified to include the most conservative assumptions from the
WGOTHIC minimum pressure for large-break LOCA model. Specifically,

a. The containment net volume should be increased by a factor of 1.1
b. The containment shell and PCS heat structure area should be

increased by a factor of 1.1
c. The remaining head structure areas should be increased by a factor

of 2.1 or a lower value if justified based on an accounting of
expected structures in the final as-build plant.

d. The Uchida correlation with a multiplier of 1.2 should be used for
passive heat structures (non PCS structures throughout the
accident.

e. The PCS heat and mass transfer correlation multipliers should be
appropriately biased to account for the uncertainty in the
experimental data base, and forced convection should be included
on the PCS inner surface

f. Head transfer in dead-ended compartments below the operating
deck should not be turned off at the end of blowdown.

Westinghouse DSER 01 15.2.7-1 Item 7 R5 Page 11
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g. The air-gap between the steel and the concrete should be reduced
from the 20-mill thickness used in the maximum pressure
calculation. A zero thickness air-gap would be conservative.

h. The material properties should be biased high for conservatism.
i. Heat transfer credit for the PCS should start earlier than is currently

assumed for the maximum pressure calculation.
j. Westinghouse should maintain its treatment of ECCS spillage as

implemented in 1979.
k. The containment purge system should be assumed to be operating

and isolate on high pressure signal
I. The initial and boundary conditions for the PCS water and

environment should be provided with their justification for staff
review.

Westinghouse response:

The NRC recommendations listed above were incorporated into the WGOTHIC small-break
LOCA and long-term cooling model, and the pressure response to a double-ended DVI break
LOCA is shown in Figure A-1 as the NRC case. Also shown as the base case is the pressure
using the assumptions from the approved methodology in Reference 2.

The following are Westinghouse comments regarding the recommendations of the staff
assessment and discussion of the parameters used in the WGOTHIC analyses for Figure A-1:

a. The main parameters of the volume enclosed by the containment shell are
established by an ITAAC that requires the dimension of the shell inside diameter
and height above the operating deck. Major structures and components inside
containment are also identified in ITAAC. Uncertainties associated with the
volume of the structures and equipment inside containment will result in a small
uncertainty in the net free volume. The base case uses a multiplier of 1.05 to
conservatively account for this uncertainty. The NRC case uses a multiplier of
1.1.

b. The containment shell dimensions (shell inside diameter and height above the
operating deck) are established by ITAAC. Also the water film on the external
surface of the containment shell is assumed to distribute evenly around the entire
circumference of the containment shell to maximize the effectiveness of the PCS
heat transfer area. The base case uses a factor of 1.05 on PCS heat transfer
area to conservatively account for any residual uncertainty in PCS heat transfer
area. The NRC case uses a factor of 1.1 for this uncertainty.

c. The methodology for the WGOTHIC small-break LOCA and long-term cooling
containment backpressure was approved for AP600 in Reference 2. The
WGOTHIC model for minimum backpressure for large-break LOCA was
completed before the passive heat sink information was finalized. Consequently,
the passive heat sink area multiplier in the approved methodology, 1.05, was

DSER 0115.2.7-1 Item 7 R5 Page 12
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doubled to account for this uncertainty to 2.1. Since the results were within
acceptable margins, there was no need to repeat the analysis as the design
matured and the passive heat sinks were better defined. This large
overconservatism was noted by the staff during review of AP600. The base case
in Figure A-1 uses a 1.05 multiplier on heat sinks. The NRC case uses a 2.1
multiplier on heat sinks.

d. As was noted in Reference 3, the use of the Tagami correlation is not appropriate
for small-break LOCA. For the base case analysis the Uchida correlation is used
with a 1.2 multiplier during blowdown and 1.0 multiplier after blowdown. For the
NRC case the Uchida correlation is used with a 1.2 multiplier throughout the
accident simulation.

e. The base case uses multipliers of 1.0 on the PCS heat and mass transfer
correlations. For the NRC case these multipliers were 1.19 and 1.37. Since
WGOTHIC is being used in the lumped-parameter mode, the gas velocity is not
known in the cells adjacent to the shell. Considering that velocities will be small
for small-break LOCA events, forced convection is not modeled for either case.

f. For both cases heat transfer in the dead-ended compartments was not turned off
at the end of blowdown as recommended.

9. The base case includes the air gap thickness. The air-gap thickness was
eliminated for the NRC case.

h. The material properties for steel, concrete and air were set to nominal values in
the base case. For the NRC case, the properties were biased to maximize heat
absorption.

i. The PCS startup time was accounted for in the base case. The PCS was started
at full flow at the start of the transient for the NRC case.

j. The base case treats ECCS spillage as liquid flowing to the containment sump
without interaction with containment atmosphere. Consistent with the Revision 1
of this Open Item response, for the NRC case the ECCS spillage is treated as a
mist with a droplet size of 100 microns to maximize the heat transfer with the
containment atmosphere.

k. For both cases the containment purge system is assumed to open and isolates
on a high containment pressure signal.

I. For both cases the initial temperature (120F) and the initial humidity (100%)
inside containment are biased high to minimize the amount of non-condensable
gas at the start of the transient. For both cases the initial temperature and PCS
temperature outside containment are biased low (40F) to maximize heat removal
from the containment shell.

DSER 0115.2.7-1 Item 7 R5 Page 13
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The NOTRUMP small-break LOCA response, and the WCOBRAITRAC long term cooling
response will be re-analyzed using the NRC case for the AP1000 DEDVI break. The results will
be submitted in another revision to this response.

References

1. DSER Open Item 15.2.7-1 Item 7 Revision 1

2. WCAP-14601, "AP600 Accident Analyses - Evaluation Models,' Rev 2

3. Assessment of the AP1000 Small-Break LOCA WGOTHIC Containment Model for
Minimum Containment Pressure and Long-Term Cooling, E. Throm, USNRC,
December 2003.

4. WCAP-14601, -AP600 Accident Analyses - Evaluation Models"
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DEDVI Minimum Backpressure Sensitivity Study
BASE 1 0 0 Base Case (Ref. 2)
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Figure A-1: AP1000 Containment Backpressure Sensitivity
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Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Attachment B

NRC Comments from 12117/03 Open Item status meeting:

a) Provide complete graphs of minimum containment pressure, minimum containment water
level and minimum water temperature as a function of time for 30 days.

The staff calculations show that the ability to cool the core is highly dependant on
containment pressure, containment water level, and sump temperature. Westinghouse has
provided us with containment pressure only for the first 10000 seconds and then at 14 days
and 28.5 days, and the containment water level only at 2.6 hours, 14 days and 28.5 days.

b) Address inadvertent containment spray either from equipment failure or operator error
during the 30 day period. Of particular concern is a sufficiently reduced containment
pressure that increases the ADS-4 resistance and depresses the two-phase level into the
vessel. If the vessel two-phase level is depressed below the top of the hot legs, liquid flow
out the ADS-4 valves will decrease causing the boric acid to begin accumulating in the
vessel.

c) When the containment pressure issue is settled, Westinghouse needs to redo long term
cooling analyzes including those for the PRA using acceptable models.

Westinghouse Response to NRC Comments:

a) An additional bounding WGOTHIC analysis has been performed with NRC assumptions
(see Attachment A of this response) and assuming that plant operators re-start the non-
safety related containment fan coolers at 10 minutes. The WGOTHIC analysis was extended
to 14 and 30 day conditions. The table below provides the resulting containment pressure,
sump and PXS compartment water temperatures, and sump level out to thirty days.

Westinghouse
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Time (days) Pressure Sump PXS Sump Level
(psia) Temperature Compartment (ft)

(F) Temperature Grade = 100 ft
(F)

0 14.7 N/A N/A N/A
0.025 (peak 22.0 N/A N/A N/A
pressure)
0.104 19.0 192 150 108.1
(beginning of
recirculation)

0.5* 17.5 192 158 107.9
1.0* 17.0 193 166 107.7
5.0* 16.1 195 176 105.5
7.0* 16.0 196 178 104.7
14.0 15.7 196 182 103.5
30.0 15.4 196 187 103.5

*Values at these times are estimated by hand calculations.

b) The containment spray capability in AP1000 is non-safety related and would not be used
following an accident unless there were clear indications that a severe accident had
occurred, at which point core cooling has already been lost.

The non-safety related containment fan coolers used in normal operation are isolated upon
a containment isolation signal. The bounding WGOTHIC analysis reported in item a) above
has been performed assuming that fan coolers operate after 10 minutes.

c) A NOTRUMP analysis for the DEDVI case using 22 psia containment pressure has been
performed, consistent with the WGOTHIC case in Attachment A with NRC assumptions.
Table 1 and Figures 1 to 20 provide the results of this NOTRUMP analysis. The AP1000
DCD will be revised to replace the existing DEDVI 25 psia case with the DEDVI 22 psia case
shown here. In AP1000 DCD Revision 3 a NOTRUMP case was presented with a
containment pressure of 14.7 psia. This analysis is still a valid analysis for the AP1000 and
the AP1000 DCD will be revised to re-insert this case.

A WCOBRA/TRAC long term cooling analysis has been performed assuming a
containment pressure of 14.7 psia to show that successful long term core cooling is not
dependent on elevated containment pressure. The limiting DCD case of a DEDVI break
located in the PXS "B" room has been analyzed in the window mode at the most severe
time, the time of switchover to containment recirculation. The results of this analysis are
given in Figures WCT-1 to WCT-14. Following the problem restart at 6500 seconds, the
initial 700 second portion of the WCOBRA/TRAC window establishes the quasi-steady
state cooling condition associated with the 14.7 psia containment pressure. Once the 14.7

Westinghouse
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psia containment boundary pressure quasi-steady state condition is established at 7200
seconds, the window is executed for 2400 seconds to demonstrate adequate ECCS
performance. The AP1000 DCD will be revised to add this WCOBRA/TRAC analysis.

Overall Assessment

Westinghouse has performed a considerable effort to evaluate and defend the analysis of
minimum possible containment pressure versus time. While containment backpressure
provides a positive impact on SBLOCA, ECCS performance analysis performed at a
containment pressure of 14.7 psia with NOTRUMP for the short term performance and with
WCOBRA/TRAC for the long term cooling show acceptable performance with the containment
at atmospheric pressure.

Westinghouse
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Table-I DEDVI 22.0 PSI Containment Pressure

Event Time
(seconds)

Break opens 0.0

Reactor trip signal 13.1

Steam turbine stop valves close 19.1

"S" signal 18.5

Main feed isolation valves begin to close 20.5

Reactor coolant pumps start to coast do% n 24.5

ADS Stage 1 182.4

ADS Stage 2 252.4

Intact accumulator injection starts 254

ADS Stage 3 372.4

ADS Stage 4 492.4

Intact accumulator empties 600.0

Intact loop IRWMST injection starts* 1440

Intact loop core makeup tank empties 2230

Note:
*Continuous injection period

Weslinghouse DSER 0115.2.7-1 Item 7 R5 Page 19
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure WCT-1: Downcomer Collapsed Level
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure WCT-2: Core Average Collapsed Level
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure WCT-3: Hot Assembly Top Cell Void
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure WCT-4: Hot Assembly Second Cell Void
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure WCT-5: Hot Leg Level.Pressurizer Loop
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure WCT-6: Core Exit Vopor Flow Rote
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term
Figure WCT-7a Core Exit

Cooling Case at
Liquid Flow Rote
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure WCT-8i Upper Plenum Collapsed Level
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure WCT-9a Mixture Flow Rote.ADS-4A Valves [D [D [D [D [
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure WCT-10i Mixture Flow Rate.A0S-4B Volves
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure WCT-11: Upper Plenum Pressure
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure WCT-12z Hot Rod Peak Clad Temperature
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure WCT-13s Intact DVI Line Injection Rate
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure WCT-14s Broken DVI Line Injection Rate
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Design Control Document (DCD) Revision:

15. Accident Analyses AP1000 Design Control Document

15.6.5411 Small-break LOCA Analyses

Should a small brcak LOCA occur, deprcssurization of thc reactor coo)lant rystem results in a
pressure dccrcasc in thc prcssurizer. The reactor trip signal occurs when the pressurizer
low-pressure trip setpoint is reached. An 'S' signal is generated when the appropriate scipoint is
reached. These measures limit the consequenccs of the ac ident in two ways:

* Reactor trip ILads to a rapid reduction of powcr to a residual lcvel corresponding to fission
product decay heat by the inscrtion of control rods to shut dowan the reactor.

* Injection or borated water provides core cooling nnd prevents excessivc cladding
tempcratumrs.

15.6.5.411.1 I)escription orSmall-brcak l.OCA Transient

The ArI 000 plant design includes passive safcty featurcs to prevent or minimize corc uncovcry
during small-brak l.OCAs. Thc passive safcty dcsign approach of the AP 1000 is to deprcssurize
the reactor coolant system if the break or Icak is greater than the capability of the makcup system
or if the nonsafety makeup systcm fails to perform. By d.prcssurizing the reactor system, large
volumes of boratcd waltcr in thc accumulators and in thc IRV.S'' bccomc avail.blc ror cooling thc
core. This analysis demonstrates that, with a single failure, the passive systems arc capable of
depressurizing the reactor coolant system wyhile maintaining acceptable core conditions and
establishing stable delivery orcooling watcr from the IRWVST.

During a small-brcak LOCA. the APIOOO reactor coxilant system deprcssurizes to the pressurizer
low-pressurc setpoint, actuating a reactor trip signal. The passive core cooling system is aligned
for delivery following the generation of an "S' signal when the pressurizer low-pressure setpoint
is rcached. Thc passive core cooling system includes two core makeup tanks, two accumulators,
a large I RMS'I', and the PRI IR heat exchanger.

The core makeup tanks operate at reaclor coolant system pressure. They provide high-pressure
safety injection in the event of a small-brcak LOCA. The core makeup tanks share a common
discharge line with the accumulators and IRWST, they are filled with boratcd w-ater to provide
core shutdownv margin. Gravity head of the colder water in the core makcup tanks pruvides the
injection of the core makeup tanks. Thc core makeup tanks nre located above the reactor coolant
loops, and each is equipped with a pressurc balancing line from a cold leg to the top of the tank.

The pressurized accumulators provide additional borated water to the reactor coolant system in
the cvent of 3 I.OCA. Nominally, thcsc 2000-ft3 tanks arc filled with 1700 fl3 of water and 300 fn
of nitrogen at an initial pressure of 700 psig. Once sufficient reactor coolant system
depressurization occurs, either as n result of a LOCA or the Actuation of the ADS, accumulator
injection begins.

The IRWST at a minimum provides an additional 78,900 ft3 ofwater for long-term core cooling.
To attain injection from the IRWS'T, the reactor coolant system pressure must be lowered to
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approximatcly 13 psi above containment pressure. For ibis pressure to be achieved during a
small-break LOCA. the actuation orthe ADS valves is required.

The ADS consists ofa series of valves, connected to the pressurizcr and hot leg's.. hich provide
a phased depressurization or the reactor coolant system. As the reactor system loses inventory
through the break. the core makeup tanks provide flow to the reactor vessel. When the level in the
core makeiup tank drops to the 67.5-percent level. the ADS valves open to accelerate the reactor
coolant systemn depressurization rate. The AI)S Stage 1 4-inch valves open at the 67.5-percent
level. tlhe S-inch Stagc 2 and the S-inch Stagc 3 valves open in a timed sequence thereafter. The
flow from tie first threc stages of the ADS is discharged into the IRWST through a spargecr
system. The fourth stages of the ADS arc connected to the reactor coolant system hot legs and
discharge to containment atmosphere. Thie ADS Stagc4 valvcs arc activated %%hcn the core
makeup tank level reaches the 20-percent level.

As the reactor system deprcssurizes and mass is lost out tile break, mass is added to the reactor
vesscl from the core makeup tanks and tbe accumulators. When the systcein is d.pressurized below
the IR'WST delivcry pressure, flow from the IRR'STr continues to maintain the core in a coolable
state. Calculations described in this section indicate that acceptable core cooling is provided for
the small-break LOCA transients.

15.6.5.411.2 Small-break LOCA Analysis Methodology

The NOTRUNI' computer codc is used in the analvsis of L)lCAs due to small-breaks in the
reactor coolant svstem. The NOTRUMPI computer code is a one-dimensional, general network
code, which includes a number of advanced features. Among these features arc the calculation of
thermal non-cqulilibrium in all fluid volutmes fllow regime-dependent drift flux calculations i\ith
counter-current floodinu limitations. mixture level tracking logic in multiple-stacked fluid nods.
and rceimic-dpcrndent heat transfer correlations. The version of NOTRUlNIP used in
AlIOOO small-break LOCA calculations has been validated against applicable passive plant test
data (Reference 22).

In NOTRUMI'. the reactor coolant systei is nodalized into volumies interconnected by flow paths.
The transient bcha% ior of the systemn is detennined from the poscmin- conservation equations of
mass. cncry). and momentum applied throughout the system. A description oflNOTRUNJP is
piven in References 12 and 13. The APf600 model is also used for API 000 and is described in
Reference I7: NOTRI INIP's applicability to API000 is documented in Reference 24.

The use of NOTRUNIP in the analysis involves the representation of the reactor core as heated
control volumes with an associated bubblc rise model to permit a transient mixture height
calculation. The multi-nodc capability of the program cnabics an explicit and detailed spatial
representation of various system components. Table 15.6.5-9 lists important input paramnctcrs and
initial conditions orthe analysis.

A steady-state input deck for the Al'10(Xz was set up to comply. wherc appropriatc %vith the
standard small-brcak U"CA Evaluation Mlodel methodology. Miajor features of the modeling of
the AlI'00( follow:

* Accuntulators arc modeled at an initial pressure of 715 psia.
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* 'llhe flow through tile ADS links is modeled using tlie Ilenry-l'atiskc, the homogeneous
equilibrium (I hEM), and the Murdock/Bauimann critical flow models.

* Isolation and check valves used in the passive safety systems are modeled.

* 'lle I RN'ST is modeled as two connected fluid nodes. Ihe lower node is connected to the
direct vessel injection line and is the source of injection water to the DNVI lines driven by
gravity head. The upper node acts as a sink for the ADS flow from the pressurizer and as a
heat sink for the PRIIR heat exchanger. Telise nodes are modelcd as having an initial
temperature or 1l20F, a pressure of 14.7 psia, and the nominal full-rsnver operation level of
28.8 feel. Therefore, tile minimum head for IRWST injection is assumed. For the D)I'DVI
simulations, a conservative 25 psia containment pressure was used based on containment
pressurization calculations performed wvith the &VGOTl [IC containment model.

* 'lie 11RI htI system is modeled in accordance with the guidance provided in References 22
and 24. 'llie l'RI lit isolation valve is modeled as opening with the maximum delay afler the
generation of an "S" signal to conservatively deny the cooling capability of' the hieat
exchaneer to the reactor coolant system for an extended period.

* *lie core power is initially set to 102 percent of the nominal core power. IThc reactor trip
signal oectins vhlen the pressurizer pressure falls below I SOO psia. A conservative delay time
is modeled between the reactor trip signal and reactor trip. )eeay heat is modeled according
to the ANS- 1971 (Reference 2) standard, with 20-percent uncertainty added.

* 7lie "S" siunal is Ienerated when tile pressurizer pressure falls belowv 1700 psia. 'llic
isolation valves on the core makeup tank injection lines begin to open itiler the signal
sctpoint is reached; the valves are thcn assumed to open linearly The main feedwater
isolation valves are ramped closed bcltwcn 2 and 7 seconds afer the "S" signal. The reactor
coolant pumps are tripped 6.0 seconds afler the "S" signal.

* The ADS actuation signals are generated o1n lo", core makeup tank levels and the ADS timer
delays. A list orthe AI)S paramcters is given in Table 15.6.5-10 for APIOOO. ADS Stages I.
2, and 3 are modeled as discharging through spargers submerged in the IRVST at the
appropriate depth.

* Ihe pressure in the boundary node modeling of the containment is 14.7 psia in all
NOTRIJMP cases except the Dr-.DX'[ line break, which used 25.0 psia.

* The steam generator secondary is isolated 6 seconds afler the reactor trip signal, due to
closure of the turbine stop valves. 'Thc main steam safety valves actuatle and remove energy
fmm tile steam generator secondary when pressure reaches 1235 psia.

Active single failures of the passive safeguards systems arc considered. 'Tlle limiting failure is
.judged to be one out or flotir ADS Stage 4 valves failing to open on demand, the failure that most
scverely impacts depressurization capability. 'h'lie safety design approach of the Al'l(N) is to
depressurize the reactor cool~lant system to the containiment pressure in an orderly fashion such that
the large reservoir of water stored in the I RWST is available for core oo ling. Ile mass inventory
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plots provided for the breaks show tile minimum inventory condition generally occuirs at the start
of IRWST injection. Penalizing the depressurization is the most conservative approach in
postulating the single failure for such breaks.

The small-break L.OCA spectrum analyzed for A'lIOOtl includes a break that exhibits a minimum
reactor vessscl inventory carls in the transient. beForc the accumulators bccomiC activC: the
double-endcd direct vessel injection (D)I'1)V1) line break. In this transient, the carly mass
inventory decrease is terminated by injection how from tile intact accumulator, and
depressurization through the break enablcs accumulator injection to begin with no contribution
from thc actuation of ADS Stages 1. 2. and 3. ror consistency, the conservative faiure of one of
thc ADS Stage 4 valves located off thc PRI MR inlet pipe, which adverscly affects the
depressuri7ation necessary to achieve IRWST injection in small-brcak lfOCAs. is assumed in all
cases.

15.6.5.411.2.1 lPI 000 N~odclel-l)etaiiled Notling

Refcr to Reference 17 for details of tilc AP1600 NOTRUM P1 modeling. 'I'le Alll)I00 model was
developed in the samic flashion with modifications to the Al'600 mo(lel introduced as follows. A
molification performed for AllIOO) was the addition of t1vo core ndices one foot each in length
to reflect tilhe idded uctivc fuel length or this design. 'lle ADI)S-4 flow path resistances were
increased to accommodate shortcomings in NOTRUMP identifiecd during the integral test facility
simulations, namely, the lack of a detailed momrnttim flux model in the ADS-4 discharge paths.
By increasing the ADS-4 resistances. the onset or IRWST injection is more appropriately
calculated. Tiis methodology directly addresses the effect of rmomentum flux in ADS-4. The
AI)S-4 resistance increase utilized is computed for the NOTRUNMII analyses in this section to be
a 70 percent ADS4 flowv path resistance increase. Additional analyses of the ADS-4/IRWMST
injection phase of' the small-brcak LOCA with the WCO13RArl'RAC. code is provided in
Reference 26. These analyses conflirm the consrvalive treatment of omentum u,,x in AI)S-4
employed in the NOTRUMIII code.

15.6.5.411.2.2 Plant Initial Conclitionic/Stcadlv-Stnte

A steady-state calculation is performed prior to iniliating the transient portion ofrthe calculation.

Table 15.6.5-9 contains the most important initial conditions for the transient calculations. The
behaviors of the primary pressure and pressurizer level, stcam generator prcssurs, and the core
fiov rate arc stable at the cnd of the 100-second steady-state calculation.

15.6.5.411.3 Sniall-break LOCA Analvsis Results

Several small-brcak l.OCA transients are analyzed using NOTRUM I, and the results of these
calculations are prcsented. 1l7e results demornstralc that the minimum reactor coolant systcm mass
inventory condition occurs for the relatively large system pipe breaks. Smaller breaks exhibit a
greater margin-to-eore uncovwry.
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15.6.5.411.3.1 Introduction

The small-break IOOCA safety design approach for Al'O000 is to provide for a controlled
depressurization of thc primary system if thie break cannot be tcrrminated. or if the
nonsafely-related charging system is postulated to be lost or cannot maintain acceptable plant
conditions. Nonsafcty-relatcd systemls are not modelcd in this design basis analysis: the testing
condulcted in the SPES-2 facility has indicated that the mass inventory condition during small
LOCAs is significantly improved when these nonsafety-rclated systems operatc. 1-le core makeup
tank level activates primary system dlepressurization. The core makeup tank provides makcup to
help compensate lor tile postulated break in the reactor coolant system. As the core makeup tank
level drops. Stages I through 4 of the ADS valves are ranmped open in sequence. '[lie AI)S valve
descriptions for the Al'IOUO plant design are presented in Table 15.6.5-10. 1le reactor coolant
system deprcssurizes due to the break and the AI)S valves, while subcooledA water from the core
makeutp tanks and accumitilaors enters the reactor vessel downcomner to maintain system inventory
and keep the core covered. DIesign basis maXillltmum valuces ofr passivc core cooling system
resistances are applied to obtain a conservative prediction of system behavior during the small
L.OCA events.

D)uring controlled depressurization via the ADS. the accumulators and core makeup tanks
maintain system inventory lor small-hreak l)(CAs. Once the reactor coolant system depressurizes.
injection lIrom the lRWSI maintains long-tcrin core cooling. For continuedl injection from the
I RX'ST, tile reactor coolant system must remain depressurized. To conservatively model this
condition, design maximum resistance values are specified for the IRWVST delivery lines.

A series of smnall-break LOCA calculations are performed to assess the AP IOOO passive safety
sysem1 design perlfomiance. In thesc calculations, thc decay hreat used is the ANS-1971
(Rfcerence2) plus 20pereent for uncertainty as specified in 10 CFR 50, Appendix K
(Reirence I). Ihis maximiies the core steamii generation to be ventcd. 'le brcaks analy7cd in this
document include tile following:

Inadvertent AI)S Actuation

A "no-break" small-break LOCA calculation that uses an inadvertent opening of the 4-inch
nominal size AIl)S Stage I valves is a situation that minimizes the venting capability of lhe reactor
coolant system. Only the AD)S valve vent area is available: no additional vent area exists due to
a break. This case examines whether sufficient vent area is available to completely dcrressurize
the reactor coolant system and achicev injection from tihc IRNVST wvithout core uncovery. The
worst single failure lor this situation is a failure of'one of four ADS Stage 4 valves connected to
cither o rthe twvo hot legs. The AI)S Stage 4 valve is the largest AI)S valvc and it vents diretly
to the containment with no additional backpressure from the spargcrs lbing submerged in the
I RNV ST.

2-inch Break in a Cold leg L ith Core Mlaketup Tank Blalance line Connections

The small size of the break leads to a long period of reciretulatory flow from the cold leg into the
core makeup tank. T1his delays the fornation of a vapor space in the core maketip tank and
lherelore thle actuation of the tA)S.
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I)ouble-ended Rupture or the l)irect Vessel Injection Line

The injection linc break cvaluatcs the ability oflthe plant to recovcr flrom a moderatcly sized break
with only halfof the total cmergcncy corc cooling system capacity availablc. lie vesscl side of
the break of the DED I)VI line break is 4 inches in equivalent diameter. 'llic double-cnded nature
of this breaki mcans that therc arc ctlectivcly two breaks modeled:

* Downoomer to containmcnt. The direct vesscl injection nozzle includes a vcnturi, which
limits the availablc break area.

* Direct vessel injection line into containment from the cold leg balance line and the broken
loop core makeiup tank.

The containment pressure was conscrvatively assumed to prcssuirizc to 20 psia. This pressure wvas
selected bascd on iterative execution oflthc NOTRUJIl' and WGOTI [IC codcs. 'Tc N()''RlJMI'
code provides the mass and energy releases from the APIOOO lDHlD'VI break to the A1lOt1)
WVGOTilC containment modcl while the WGOTIIIC code calculatcs thc contahinmcnt pressure
response. 'lic containment pressure assumcd in the NOTRiIMI' simulations wvas conservatively
selected from the generated pressure history curves obtained from the WGOT1IIIC runs.

An additional injection line break case is analy7cd assumingiV containment pressure is at 14.7 psia.

110-inchl Cold Leg Break

'I'his break modcls a break si7e that approachels the upper limit Si7C for small-brcak l.)CAs.

1 5.6.5.41.3.2 T-an-sient Results

The trjnsient rvsults are presented in tables and figures for the key Al'1000 parameters ofinterest
in the Following sections.

15.6Zs.41133 Inadvertent Actuation of Automatic l)epressriziation System

An inadvertent Al)S signal is spuriously generated and the 4-inch Al)S valves open. The plant,
which is operating at 1)2-pcreent power, is depressurized via the AI)S alone. Only safety-rclated
systems arc assumed to operate in this and other small-blrak I.OCA cascs. Additional AI)S valves
open; afler a 70-second delay, the ADS Stage 2 8-inch valves open. and afler an additional
120 seconds, the Al)S Stage 3 valves open. At the 20-perceent core mankcup tank level, the ADS
Stage 4A valve, which is connected to the hot leg, receives a signal to open. Afler a 60-second
delay. both Stage 411 valves (one connected to the lit leg and the other connected to the l'RI IR
inlet pipe) ofien. '17h path that fails to open as the assumed sinyle active failure is the Stage 4A
valve otT the l'RIMR inlet pipe. I'lic reactor steady-state initial conditions assumcd can he found
in Table 15.6.5-9. 'I'lic sequence of events for the transient is given in Table 15.6.5-1 1.

The transient is initiated by the opening of the two AI)S Stage I paths. Reactor trip, reactor
coolant pump trip. and safety injection signals arc generated via pressurizer low-pressure signals
with appropriate delays. After generation of the reactor trip signal. the turbine stop valves begin
to close. 'Ilic main feedwater isolation valves begin to close 2 seconds afcr the "S" signal pressure
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scipoint is reached. The opening ol'the A1DS valves and tle reduction in core powcr duc to reactor
trip causes thc primarypprcssure to ral rapidly (Figure 15.6.5.411-I). Flow of luid towvard thc open
AI)S paths causCs thc pressurizer to rill rapidly (IFigure 15.6.5.413-2), and thc ADS nfow becomes
two-phase (F:igurcs 15.6.5.411-3 and -4). lie sancty injection signal opens the v al ves isolating the
core makeup tanks and circulation ofcold wvater begins (Figurcs 15.6.5.4 1-5 and -6). Thle mixturC
level (F:igurcs 15.6.5.413-7 and -8) in thc core makeup tanks is relatively constant until the
accumulators inject (Figures 15.6.5.413-10 and -11). The reactor coolant pumps begin to coast
down due to an aulomiatic trip signal following a 6.0-second delay.

Continued rmass flow through the ADS Stage 1, 2, and 3 valves drains the tipper parts of tile
circuit. The steam generator tube cold leg sides start to drain, followed by the drop in mixture
levels in the hot leg sides. As the ADS Stage 2 and 3 paths begin to open. incrasced ADS flow
causes the primary pressure to fall ralidly (Figure 15.6.5.41-1). Following the cmptying of tile
steam generator tulbe cold leg sides. the cold legs have (Irdailed and a mixture level Formis in the
downconier (l:igurc 15.6.5.411-9).

The primary pressure falls below the pre-stire in thei accumulators thus causing the accumulator
check 'alves to open and accumulator delivcry to begin (l igures 15.6.5.413-10 and-I 1). Thlie
accumulators, and then the core makeup tanks inject until they empty. 'Ilie ADS flow Falls of'fas
the prinmary pressure decreases. 'rlhe flowv from the accumnulators raise the mixture levels in the
tipper plenum and downcomer (Figtires 15.6.5.411-16 and 15.6.5.413-9).

As the levels in the core makeup tanks reach the ADS Stage 4 setpoint. one out or two paths are
opened from the top of the hot leg (loop 1) and begin discharging fluid. Atlcr 30 seconds, the
second path in loop one opens, as does a loop 2 Stage 4 path. Activating the Stage 4 paths leads
to reduced flow through ADS Stages 1, 2. and 3. Tile reduced flow allows the pressurizer level
to fall, and these stages begin to discharge only steam. Once the core maketup tanks arc cmplty.
dcliver ceases (I igures 15.6.5.413-7 and -8). Once the reactor coolant system pressure has fallen
sufficiently due to thIe ADS Stagc4 discharge. (Figure 15.6.5.413-12) gravity drain from tile
IRN'WST begins (Figures 15.6.5.413-13 and -14). At 5000 seconds, the calculation is considered
compleete IRWST delivery exceeds the ADS flows (which arc removing the decay hcat). and the
reactor coolant syste.m inventory is slowly rising (Figure 1 5.6.5.4l-1 5). Core tincovery does not
occtir and the urpper plenum mixture Icll remains vell above the core elevation throughout
(Figure 15.6.5.411-16).

The inadvertent opening or the AS)S Stage I transient confirms the minimiumn wenting area
capability to )depressurize the reactor coolant system to the IRWST pressure. 'Ilc analysis
indicates that the ADS sizing is suiffcient to depressurize the reactor coolant system assuming the
worst shine failure as the failure or a Stage 4 ADS path to open and decay hcat equal to the
10 CI:R 50 Appendix K (Reference 1) valtiue of' thIe ANS-1971 Standard (Reference 2) plus
20 percent, which over estimates the core stcam generation rate. I.VCI1 under these limiting
conditions. IRWST iniection is obtained, and the core remains covered such that no cladding
heatup occurs.
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15.6.5.413.3.4 2-inch Cold leg 1reak in tlie Core Makeuip Tank LOop)

This case Models a 2-inch break occurring in the botltom or cold leg connected to tht balance line
orcf( 'r-i. T'he reactor steady-state initial conditions assumed for this transient can IV Found in
Table 15.6.5-9. The cvent times for this transient are given in Table 15.6.5-12.

Thc break opens at time zero, and thc pressurizer prcssurc begins to fall as shown in
Figure 15.6.5.4B-17 as mass is lost out tile break. The pressurizer mixture lfvel initially decreases
.s. given in Figurv 15.6.5.413-18. hlic break fluid flow is shown in Figures 15.6.5.413-32 and -33.
Thc pressurizer prcssune Falls below tIhe reactor trip set point, causing the reactor to trip (afler the
appropriate time dclay) and causing isolation o rthe stcam generator stealm lines. Ilic core makeuip
lank isolation valves on both delivery lines and tilc PRI IR delivery line isolation v alvc open ancr
an "S" signal occurs (with appropriate delays); the reactor coolant punmps trip afler an "S" with
a 6.0-second delay. The reactor coolant system is cooled by natural circulation with the steam
gencrators removing tile cnercy through their safety valves (as well as by tile break) and via the
l'RI IR. Once the core makeup tank isolation valves open, the core makeup tanks begin to inject
borated water into the reactor coolant system as shown in F1igurens 1 5.6.5.413-22 and -23.

As time proceeds, the loopns drain to the reactor vessel. The mixture level in the downnomer
begins to drop as scen in Figure 15.6.5.4B-30. and the core remains completely covered. Thc core
makeup tank reaches the 67.5-1crcent level, and anler an appropriate delay the ADS Stage I
valves open. W\'hen the ADS is actuated, the mixture level increases in the pressurizer
(Figure 1 5.6.5.413-18) because an opening has been created at the top of the pressurizer, Aler
these valves open. a more rapid depressuiization occurs as seen in Figure 15.6.5.411-17; the
accumulator setpoiint is reached and the accumulators begin to ien et. 'Ilic injection flow I'rom the
core makeup tanks are shown1 in Figures 15.6.5.413-22 and -23. and From the accumulators, in
Ficurcs 15.6.5.413-24 and -25.

As l:igures 15.6.5.413-22 ancl -23 indicate, when the accumulators bwgin to inject, the 'low From
bith core makeup tanks is reduced. and tile flow is temporarily stopped duel to the pressurization
of the core makeup tanks injection lines by the accumulators.

The ADS Stauc 2 valves. maintaining tlhe depressurization ratc as shown in Figure 1 5.6.5.4B- 17.
ADS Stagc 3 valves open, thereby increasing the system venting capability. The ADS Stage 4
valves open when the core makeup tank water level is reduced to 20 percent.
Ficures 15.6.5.41B-28 and -31 indicate the instantaneous liquid and integrated total mass
(lischarged from tile AI)S Stage 4 valves. Afcr the ADS Stage 4 path opens, the pressurizer
begins to drain mixture into the hot legs as seen in l:igure 15.6.5.413-18. 'I'he Ficurc 15.6.5.411-29
mass inventory plot considers the primary inventory to be the reactor cooelant system proper.
including the pressurizer; the mass present in the passive safety system components is not
included at time zero. Once thc dowvncomer pressure drops below the IRWVST injection pressure,
flow enters the reactor vessel from the IRWST. The mixture level in the reactor vessel is
approximately at the hot leg elevation as shomvn in Figure 15.6.5.413-30 throughout this transient:
the core never ulincovers, and the peak cladding temperature occurs for this transient at the
inception o*'the event. 'Ilic 2-inch break cases exhibit large margin-to-core uncovery.
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15.6.5.4113.5 l)irect V'esscl Injeccion Line Break

This case models the doublic-cnded rupture of the DVI' line at the nozzle into the downcomler. Thc
brokcn loop injection system (consisting of an accumulator, a corc makeup tank. and an I RW'ST
delivery line) is modeled to spill completely out the D)\'l side of thc brcak. 11[ steady-state rcactor
coo lant systemn conditions for this transient are shown in Tablc 15.6.5-9. Design maximum
resistances arc applied to thc inict and outlet lincs of that core makeup tank to conscrvativcly
minimize intact loop core malkeip tank delivcry througli ilte time or miajnimum rcactor coolant
systcm mass inventory. Minimumn resistances are applicd to the broken loop IRMW SI injcction line
to maximize tle spill to containment, thus minimizing tile reactor coolant system mass inventorn.
Ihis case uses a containment backprcssurc defined to be a constant 20 psia. While not exactly
reflecting the containment pressure history that occurs as a result of the D\'1 line break, it
represents a conservatively low estimate ol the expected containment pressure rwsponse during
a DEDVI transient. Thic containment pressurizes for a DEDVI break as a result of thlc break mass
and ener-gy relcascs in addition to tile Al)S4 disclharge palts that vent directly to the containment
atmosphere.

The containimient pressurization was calculated using the mass and cnergy releases from the
NOT'RUMI' small-brcak LOCA code in the GOH I IC containment model. Mass and energy
releases fIrom both sides of the DVI break (both vessel side and DVI side) and AI)S-4 valvc
discharges were pro'ided in itabular form it the _GOIl IIC ,APIOQO model utsd to compute
containment pressurization for the long-teml cooling analysis.

The cvent times for this transient arc showvn in Table 15.6.5-13. The break is assumed to open
instantaneously at 0 seconds. The accumulator o1n thle broken loop starts to discharge via the l)VI
line to the containment. Figure 15.6.5.413-36 shows the sulbcooled discharge fronm the downcorner
nozzle, which causes a rapid reactor coolant system (RCS) deprcssurizAition
(F:igure 15.6.5.413-38). A reactor trip signal is gencratcd. followcd by generation ofthe "S" sienal.
Following a delay, the isolation valves on tile core makeup tank and PRIIR delivery lines begin
to open.lie "S" signal also causes closure of the main feedwatcr isolation valves afler a 2-second
delay and trips tile reactor coolant pumps afRer a 6-second delay. The opening of the corc makeup
tank isolation valvcs allows the brokin foolp core makeup tlank to discharge directly to the
containment (l:igure I 5.6.5.4[3-39j. and a small circulatory flow develops through the intact loop
core makeup tank (Figure 1 5.6.5.413"0).

As the pressure lfalls. the reactor coolant system fluid saturates. and a mixture level fornis in the
utpper plenunm and then fialls to the hot leg elevation (Iigure 15.6.5.43-41). TIhe upper parts orthc
reactor coolant sy stemn start to drain. and a mixture level fomnis in thle downcomer
(Figure 15.6.5.413-42) and falls below the celvation of the brcak. Two-phase discharge. then vapor
flowv occurs from the downcomer side of the break (Figure 15.6.5.413-37).

In the core makeup tank connected to tilhe roken loop, a level forms and starts to fall. ile ADS
Stage I setpoint is rcached, and the ADS Stage I valves open after the signal delay time clapses.
Tlhe cnsuing steamn discharge from the top of the pressurizer (Figure 15.6.5.413-43) increases the
reactor coolant system depressurization rate. T'he deprcssurization rate is also increased due to the
steam ndischarge from the downcomer to thle containment (Figure 15.6.5.413-37) as tile downcomer
mixture level fal Is below the DV] nozzle (Figure 15.6.5.41-42).
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During the initial portion of the DIEDVI brcak, only liquid flows out thc top of the core
(Figure 15.6.5.41B45). Soon, steam flows out also (Figurc I5.6.5.4B46) becausc hc void friction
in thc core increases (Figure 15.6.5.413-44). Thlc break in thc dowricomer draws fluid from the
bottom of the core (Figure 15.6.5.4B-47) and insufficient liquid remains in the core and tipper
plenum to sustain thc mixture lcvel. Thc mixturc level thercefore starts to dccreasc
(Figure 15.6.5.413-41). The mixture level falls too minimum and then starts to recovcr. as flow
re-cnters the core from thc downcomcr (F7igurc 15.6.5.411-41 compared to -47).

The Al)S Stace 2 valves open aller the appropriate time delay between the actuation orthc first
two staces of tlhe ADS. The intact loop accumulator starts to inject into the dowocomer
(Figurc 15.6.5.411-50) causing tlhe mixture level in the dowvncomer to slowly rise
(Figurc 15.6.5.411-42). The mixture level also increases within the upper plenum.

The ADS Stage 3 valves open upon completion of tlie time delay of 120 seconds between the
actuation of Stagcs 2 and 3 of the ADS. Thlc broken loop core makeup tank level reaches the ADS
Stage 4 setpoint. but the Al)S Stage 4 valves do not open until the minimum time delay between
the actuation of ADS Stages 3 and 4 occurs. Two-phase discharge ensues through three of the four
Stage 4 paths (Figurcs 15.6.5.4134S and -49). lTc broken loo10 core makeup tank and accumulator
Cellpty rapidly.

The fluid level at the top of thle intact loop core makeup tank starts to decrease slowly
(Figure 15.6.5.413-52) because injection from the tank has begun (Figure 15.6.5.46B-40). The
intact loop accumulator has emptied (Figure 15.6.5.413-50) and the reduced pressure in the
injection line allows thle core makeup tank to inject continuously.

l)uring tle period of accumulator injection, the downcoomcr mixture level rises slowly
(Figturc 15.6.5.41142). :igure 15.6.5.413-53 orc-sents the RCS mass inventory. With only intact
loop conr makeup tank injection available for a period of time, thle downcncomer level once again
falls and core boil-off increases tlie rate of reactor coolant system inventory depiction until
sufficient CMTI RI'ST injection flowv can be introduced. I lo\vccr, the level in lthe tipper plenum
is maintained near tle hlot leg elevation (Figure 15.6.5.411-41) throughout the remainder of the
transient.

Once the pressure in the broken DVI line falls below that in the IRWST, the water from the tank
is spilled to the containment.

Stable, but decreasing, injection continues from the intact loop core makeup tank as the reactor
coolant system pressure declines slowly. Ihe reactor coolant system pressure continues to fall
until it drops below that of the IRWST and injection begins (Figure 15.6.5.4B-51). With the
reduced initial RCS inventory recovery from the accumulators and only a single intact injection
path available for the 1)DED)VI line break, the minimurm inventory occurs near the initiation of
IR\\'S I' injection flow. Afler injection flow greater than the surm of the break and ADS flows
exists, a slow risc in the reactor coolant system inventory (Figure 15.6.5.413-53) occurs. Since no
core uncovery is predicted ror this scenario. no cladding hcatup occurs.

Another D[)DVI line break analysis is performed that is the samc as the case discussed above
except that containment pressure is assumed to be at 14.7 psia. Table 15.6.5-13A provides the
time sequence of events for this analysis. Figurcs 15.6.5.413-36A through 55A provide thle
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transient rcsults l'or this analysis. The transient is likc the case at 20 psia cxccpt that IlRS'S
injection occurs somnewhat later dtie to the lower containment pressure.

1:5.6.5.411.3.6 10-inchl Cold Leg Break

This case models a 10-inch break occurring in tile bottoi or a cold lcg connected to the balance
line of (MT-1. hlie reactor steady-state initial conditions assumed flor this transient are found in
Table 15.6.5-9. The CvCnt times Ior this transient are given in Table 15.6.5-14.

The brcak opens at fimc zero. and thc prcssurizer prcssure begins to fall. as shown in
Figurc 15.6.5.413-56, as mass is lost out the break. The pressurizer mixture level initially decreases
as given in Figure 15.6.5.4B-57. Tlic break fluid flow is shown in Figures 15.6.5.411-75 and -76
for the liquid and vapor components respectivcly. Thc pressurizer pressure falls below the reactor
trip set point. liis causes the reactor to trip (afler the appropriate timc delay) and isolation or thc
steam generator steam lines. The core makeup tank isolation valves on both delivery lines and the
PRIIR Idelivery line isolation valve open afcran "S" signal occurs (with appropriate delays): the
reactor coolant pumps trip aller an "S" with a 6.0-second delay. The reactor coolant system is
cooled bv natural circulation with energy being removed bry the stcam generator safety valves, the
core, and the PRI IR heat cxchanger. Once the core makeup tank isolation v alves open, the core
makeup tanks begin to inject borated water into the reactor coolant system as showvn in
Figures 15.6.5.413-fi and -62.

As timc proceeds, the loops drain to the reactor vessel. Ilic mixture level in tile dowvnconer
begins to drolp as seen in Figure 15.6.5.411-60, and the corc remains completely covered. Due to
the size and location of the break involved, the accumrulator setpoint is reached prior to the core
makeup tanks tmnsitioning from recirculation to injection mode. The flows from the core maketip
tanks are shown in Figures 15.6.5.413-61 and -62. and from the accumulators. in
F'igurcs 15.6.5.413-63 and -64. llic response of'corc makeup tank I is olfset compared to that or
core makeup tank 2 as a result of the break size/location being modeled. Core makeup tank 2
reachics the 67.5-percent level first. and after an appropriate delay. the ADS Stage I valves open.
When the AI)S is actuated. the mixture level increases in tile pressurizer (Figure 1 5.6.5.411-57)
because an opening has been created at the top of the pressurizr. Aftler these valves open. a more
rapid depressurization occurs as seen in Figure 15.6.5.411-56.

During the initial portion ol'the 10-inch break, both liquid and steam flow out the top ol'the core
(Figures 15.6.5.41n-71 and -72) as the void fraction in the core increases (Figure 15.6.5.413-73).
'I'he break in the cold leg draws fluid from ilhe boltom offlhc core, and insufficient liquid rnm~ains
in the core and upper plentini to sustain the mixture level. The mixture level, therceore, starts to
decrease (Ficure 15.6.5.413-69). The mixture level falls to a minimum and then starts to recover
as accumulator flows enter the downcomer (Figures 15.6.5.413-63 an(d -64). During this tiime
period (-75-125 scconds), a portion of the core exhibits the potential ror core dryout to occur
,ithout the prediction ora traditional core uncovcry period (for example, core two-phase mixture
level dropping into the active fuel region). To conservatively account for this potential core dryout
period, a composite core mixture level was creatcd which collapses to the minimum ofthc actual
core/upper plentuim tvo-phasc mixture level and the bottom of the lowest core node that exceeds
the core dryout onset conditions. A 90-perceit quality limit was chosen as the indicator or the
onset ol'corc dryout indicative of the critical hcat flux (as predicted by Gritlith's modification of
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the Zuler equation, in Rle~rences 28 and 29): dryout is assumed at core qualities above this value.
Tihe retulling composite core mixture level resultling from this approach can be seen in
Figure 15.6.5.411-70. To conservatively estimate the erfects or this dryout period, an adiabatic
heat-up calcationw sas performed. and the resulting peak cladding tcmpperaturc is detnrnined to
he approximiatcly 1370°W. Even uinder thecse conservative adiabatic heat-up assumptions. tile
APIOOO plant design exhibits large margins to tile 10 CFR 50.46 Appendix-K limits for tile
1 0-inich break.

As Figures 15.6.5.4B-61 and -62 indicate, when the accumulators begin to inject, the flow from
both core makeup tanks is reduced and the flow is temporarily stopped due to the pressurization

f the injection lines o the crc malketp taniks by the accumlulators. The opening oCADS Stagc 2
valves maintainc the depressuri7ation rate as shown in Figire I 5.6.5.413-56. AD)S Stage 3 vtalves
subsequently open. lhis increases the system venting capability. The AI)S Stage 4 valves open
when the core makeup tank svatcr level is reduced to 20 percent. l:igures 15.6.5.411-67 and -74
indicate the inctantaneous liquid and integrated total mass discharged from the AD)S Stage 4
valves. Aflter the AD)S Stage 4 path opens. the pressurizer begins to drain mixture into the hot legs
as seen in Figure 15.6.5.411-57. 'Ihe lFigure 15.6.5.413-68 mass inventory plot considers the
primary inventory to be tile reactor coolant system proper. including the pressurizer. the mass
present in the passive safety system components is not included. Once the downcomer pressure
drops below the IRRWST injection pressure, flow enters the reactor vcssel from the IRMST. The
mixture level in the reactor vessel is approximately at the hot lcg elevation as showvn in
Figure 15.6.5.411-69 throughout this transient: the core never uncovers, even though the period
or potential core dryout was predicted to occur during the initial blowdown period. EIven when
the core dryout is conscrvativcly accounted for, large margins to the 10 ClR 50.46 Appendix-K
limits ol'2200'1 exist.

IS.6.S.411.4 Conclusiions

The small-break LOCA analyses performed show thiat the perromianee of the A1l1000 plant
design to small-break LOCA scenarios is excellent and that the passive saleguards systems in the
AMI 000 arc sull'icient to mitigate LOCAs. Specifically. it is concluded that:

* lie primary side can be dclprssurized by the AI)S to allow stable injection into the core.

* Injection from the cor makeup tanks, accumtilators. and IMRIST prevents excessive cladding
heatup fior small-break l.OCAs analyzed, including double-ended ruptures in the passive
sal'eguards system lines.

The analyses performed demonstrate tihat the 10 CMR 50.46 Acceptance Critcria are met by the
AP I non. Summarizine the small-brcak L.OCA spectrunm:

AP10oo retak Cladlding
lBreak L.ucntion!Jliarneter M.linimum RCS Invento-ry 'lcmpernturc

IrntdvertentAi)S 105.800 (I)

(I) -hrce is no core hcttup as u result of this trinsient. PCT occurs at tra.tisicit initiation.
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AP'1000 Feak Cladding
Break Location/Dianetcr Alinimum RCS Inventory Temperature

2-inch cold leg break 106,620 (1)
10-inch cold leg break 78,160 <137(PF
DEDVI M 3aq (l)

The 1 0-inch cold leg break exhibits the limiting minimum inventory condition that occurs during
the initial blcwdown period and is terminated by accumulator injection. The API 000 design is
such that the minimum inventory occurs just prior to IRWST injection for all breaks except the
10-inch cold leg break. All breaks simulated in the break spectrum produce results that
demonstrate significant margin to peak cladding temperature regulatory limits.

15.65.4C Post-LOCA Long-rerm Cooling

15.6.5AC.1 Long-Term Cooling Analysis Methodology

The AP1000 safety-related systems are designed to provide adequate cooling of the reactor
inde-finitely. Initially. this is achieved by discharging %-ater from the lRWSr into the vessel. When
the low-3 level setpoint is reached in the IRWST, the containment recirculation subsystem
isolation valves open and water from the containment reactor coolant system (RCS) compartment
can flow into the vessel through the PXS piping. The wvater in containment rises in temperature
toward the saturation temperature. Long-term heat removal from the reactor and containment is
by heal transfer through the containment shell to atmosphere.

The purpose of the long-tenn cooling analysis is to demonstrate that the passive systems provide
adequate emergency core cooling system performance during the IRWST injection/containment
recirculation time s=c. The long-term cooling analysis is performed using the WCO3RAff'RAC
computer code to verify that the passive injection system is providing sufficient flow to the reactor
vessel to cool the core and to preclude boron precipitation.

The APl 1OOO long-term cooling analysis is supported by the series or tests at the Oregon State
University AP600 APE-X Test Facility. This lest facility is designed to represent the AP600
reactor safety-related systems and nonsafety-related systems at quarter-scale during long-term
cooling. The data obtained during testing at this facility has been shown to apply to the API 000
(Reference 25). These tests wavre modeled using WCOBRAITRAC with an equivalent noding
scheme to that used for AP600 (Reference 17) in order to validate the code for long-term cooling
analysis.

Reference 24 provides details of the AP1000 WCOBRA(TRAC modeling The coarse reactor
vessel modeling used for A1'600 has been replaced ^^ith a detailed noding like that applied in the
large-break LOCA analyses described in subsection 15.6.5.4A. The reactor vessel noding used
in the API000 long-term cooling analyses in core and upper plenum regions is equivalent to that
used in full-scale test simulations (see Referenec 24).

A DEDVI line break is analyzed because it is the most limiting long-term cooling case in the
relationship bet%%wcn decay power and available liquid driving head. Because the IRWST spills
directly onto the containment floor in a DEDVI break, this event has the highest core decay power
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when the transfcr to sunip injection is initiated. In postulated DILDVI break cases, thc
compartmient water level exceeds the elevation at which thc D1)1 line cnters the reactor vessel, so
water can 'low from the containment into the rcactor vessel through the broken DVI line; this
in-flow or water through thc hrwkcn rDVI linc assists in the heat removal from the core. Mhe steam
produiced by boiling in thc corc vrnts to thc containment through the ADS valves and condcnscs
on thc inner surfacc ol'the steel containment vesscl. The condensate is collected and drains to the
I RVST to becomc available lor injection into teie reactor coolant system. 'Mhc WC(IRAf fRAC(
anialysis presented analyes the l)l l)VI small-break LOCA event fRom a lime (3000 secondts) at
which lR\VST inejction is fully established to beyond the timic ofcontainmient recircuIlation.
Dturing this time. the head of wvatcr to drive the flow into the vessel for IRW'ST injection decreases
from the initial level to its lowest value at the containment recirculation switchovcr tim.c I'XS
Room 13 is the location of the break in the DVI line. At this break location, liquid level in
containment at the timc orfrecirculation is a minimitim.

A continuous analysis of the post-L OCA long terim cooling is provided from thie timc of stable
I RWST injection through the timc of surimp recirculation for the DE:DEVI break. Maximum design
resistances arc applied in WVC013RArrRAC for both teie ADS Stage 4 flow pathis and the IR\\'.ST
injection and containment recirculation flow paths.

Thc break modeled is a dlouble-cnded guillotine rupture of one of tlic direct vessel injection lines.
The long-temr cooling phase begins allcr the simultaneous opening or the isolation valves in the
IKMVSTD'VI lines and the opening of ADS Stage 4 squib valves, vihen flow injection from thc
IR\N'SrT has been fully cstablished. Initial conditions arc taken from the NOTRUMI1 I~ElD)VI Case
at 25 psia containment prussurc reported in subsection 15.6.5.413.

15.6.5.4C.2 DED)VI Line Break with ADIS Stage 4 Single Failuire, Passive Core Cooling Systeri Only
Case: Cintiltuous Case

This subsection presents the resuilts ofra DI.D\VI line break analysis during IRWVST injection phasc
continuing into sump recirculation. Initial conditions at IhC start of the case are prescribed based
on the NOTRUNIP I)D.DVI break results to allow a calculation to begin shortly afler IRWST
injection begins in the small break long-temr cooling transient. 'I'le \_!COBBRAr[ RAC calculation
is then allowed to proceed until a quasi-stcady-statc is achieved. At this timc. the predicted results
arc indepeident of the assumed initial conditions. This calculation uses boundary conditions taken
from a WCiOTI I IC analysis of this event. During the calculation, which is carried out for
10.000 se())conrds until a quasi-steady-stalt sumip recirculation condition has been established. tIhe
I RWST u-atcr level is decreased continuously until the sumip rccirculation setpoint is reached.

In the analysis. one of the two AD)S Stage 4 valves in the PRI IR loop is assumied to have failed.
The initial reactor coolant system liquid inventory and temperatures are determined From the
NOT(IMLJM calculation.I 1lic core makeup tanks do not contribute to the l)VI injection during this
phase of the transient. Steam generator secondary side conditions are taken fromn the NOTRlUMI'
calctilation (at the beginning o rlong-term cooling). The reactor coolant puimps are tripped and not
rotating.

T he levels and temperatures of the liquid in the containment sump aid the containment pressure
are based on WGOTJIIIC calculations orthe conservativc minimium pressure during this longl-trn
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c)oling transient. using the mcthodology describeld in Reference 17. Small changes in the RCS
compartment level do not have a major cfefcd on the predicted core collapsed liquid level or on
the predicted flow ratc through the corc. The minimum compartment fioclup level ror this break
scenario is 107.8 fect or grcater.

In this transient, the IRWST provides a hydraulic hcad sufficienit to drive water into the
downeonicr through thc intact DlVI nozzle. Also, watcr flows into the downconier fnm the RCS
loop compartmcnt through the brokcn DVI linc once the liquid level is adequate to support flow.
The watcr flows down the dowvncomer and up through the corc, into thc uppcr plinuim. Stcam
produced in the core and liquid flow out of the reactor coolant system via the ADS Stace 4 valves.

Therc is little flow out of rA)S Stages 1. 2, and 3 even when the IR\S'I' liquid level foils twlosv
the spargcr elevation, so they arI not modeled in this calculation. '17he venting provided by the
Al)S-4 paths enables the liquid flow through the core to maintain core cooling.

Approximately 500 seconds of WCOBRA(TRAC calculation arc required to establish thc
quasi-stcady-statc condition associated with IKW.ST injection at tile start orlong-term cooling and
so are ignored in the following discussion. 'llie hot leg levels are such that during the IRWST
injection phase tIhe quality orfthe ADS Stage 4 mass flows varies as water is carried out of tie hot
legs. 'illis periodically increases the pressure drop across the ADS Stace 4 valves and the uplpcr
picnum rpressure. 'Tlic highcr pressure in the upper plentuim reduces the injection flow. This cycle
of pressure variations due to changing void fractions in the flov through ADS Stage 4 is
consistent with test observations and is expected to recur ollen during long-term coo ing.

Ihe head ol' watcr in the IIM'ST Iauscs a flow ol'subcooled water into the downcoier at an
approximate rate of' 1 70 Ihmns through the intact l)VI no/ile at the start of long-lerm cooling.

The downcoicr level at tile end or thie code initiation (tile start or long-tcrm cooling) is about
1S.5 feet (I' gurc IS.6.5.4C-I). Note that the time scale of this and other figurcs in
subsection 15.6.5.4C.2 is offset by 2500 seconds: that is, a timic of 500 seconds on the
Figure 15.6.5.4C-1 axis equals 3000 seconds transient timc for the DEDVI break. All ofthie
injection water flows down the downcorner and up through the core. The accumulators have been
fully dischargcd before the start of tile timie window and do not contribute to the DVI flow.

B3oiling in the core produces steam and a tvo-phase mixture, which flows into the upper peinutim.
lie corc is 14 feet high, and the core average collapsed liquid level (Figure I 5.6.5.4C-2) is shown

from the start of long-tcrim cooling. 'Ilic boiling process causes a variable rate orstcarIn pnrouction
and resulting pressure changes. which in turn causes oscillations in the liquid flov rate at the
bottom of tile core and also variations in the core collapsed level and the flow rates of liquid and
vapor out of the top of the core. In the WCOBRAlI-RAC noding. the core is divided both axially
and radially as descrilsd in ]Reference 24. The void fractions in the top two cells or the hot
assembly are shown as l iures 15.6.5.4C-3 and -4. The average void fraction ofrtihsc upper core
cells is alout 0.8 during long-term cooling. during IR'ST injection, and into the containment
recirculation period. There is a continuous flow of two-phase fluid into the hot legs. and mainly
vapor nlowv toward the ADS Stage 4 valve occurs at the top oftlhe pipe. Tlle collapsed liquid level
in the hot leg varies betwcen 0.9 feet to 1.5 fet (Figure I 5.6.5.4C-5). The hot legs on average are
morc than 50-percent full. Vapor and liquid flows at the top of the core are shown in
l'igures 15.6.5.4(-6 (and 15.6.5.4(-7. the upper plelnm collapscd liquil level in

lFigurc 15.6.5.4C-8. IFigures 15.6.5.4C-9 and I5.6.5.4C-l 0 are AI)S, stagc 4 mass flowrates.
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Thc prcssure in the upper plenum is shown in Figure I 5.6.5.4C- I 1. Thlc upper plenum prcssure
fluctuation that occurs is due to the ADS Stage 4 water discharge. Tlhc PCl at the top of thc hot
assemblv rod follows saturation temperature (Figurc 15.6.5.4C-12). which demonstrates that the
calculated core collapsed liquid level is adeqttate to provide cnough liquid at the top ol'the core
that no uncovcrv and no cladding temperature excursion occurs. A small prcssure drop is
calculated acrosc the reactor vcsscl, and injection rates through the DVI lincs into the vcsscl are
presented in Figures 15.6.5.4C'-13 and -14. I'igurc 15.6.5.4C7-14 shows thc flow is outward
throuctih the brokhlen DVI line ait the start of the long-term cooling period, and it increases to a
maximum average v-alue of about 52 Ibmns anler the compartment water level has increasedl abovc
the norzie clevation to permnit liquid injection into the reactor vessel. In contrast. the intact D)\'l
line flow falls from 170 ibmt s with a Full IR\\ST to about 65 Ibm/s flow from the containment
at the end of the calculation. The recirculation core liquid throughput is more than adequate to
preclude any boron buildup on the fuel.

l'igures 15.6.5.4('-IA through 14A present the sensitivity of long term cooling perfolmance to
a bounding containment pressure or 14.7 psia. 'I'he I).lVI brcak in the PXS "13" Rto orm case is
restarted at 6500 seconds to assess in a window mode calculation the effect of this rcduced
containment pressure at the most limiting time in the transient. the switchover to containment
recirculation. The initial 700 seconds of the vindowv establish the reactor vessel pressure
condition that is consistent with the 14.7 psia containment pressure. Afler 7200 seconds, the
WVCOIBRA/1RAC calculation provides the transient behavior of the A11000 at the reduced
containment pressure.

15.6.5.4C.3 1)1E)D'I Break lintl Wall-o-itio- l Flood up; Containment Recirculatio'n

This subsection presents a DEIDVI line break analysis with wvall-to- vall flooding due to leakace
betwecn compartments, using the window mode methodology. All containment free volume
beneath the level of the liquid is assumed filled in this calculation to generate the minimum water
level condition during containment recirculation. '17he time identified for this calculation is 14 days
into the event, and the core power is calculated accordinly. TIlie initial conditions at lihe start o.r
the window arc consistent with the analysis described in subscction 15.6.5.4(7.2. Containmclnt
recirculation is simulated d(urinl± the tfime window. Thc calculation is ca-rried out over a time
period long enough to establish a quasi-stcady-statc soluition.: after 400 seconds of'problem time,
the flow dynamics arc tiuasi-stcady-statc and the predicted results are independent of the assumed
initial conditions. T-he liquid level is simulated constant at 28.2 feet above the bottom inside
surface of the reactor vessel (refer to Figure 15.0.3-2 for APIOOO reference plant clevations)
during the time window, and the liquid temperaturcs in the containment sump and the PXS "1B"
room arc 196 0r and 1S20F, respectively. The containment pressure is conservatively assumed to
be 14.7 psia. 'Ilhc single failure of aln ADS Stage 4 flow path is assumed as in the sublsection
15.6.5.4C.2 case.

Foctusing on the ptost 400-sccond time interval of this case. the containment liquid provides a
hydraulic head sufficient to drive water into the downcomer through the DVI nozzles. Tlhc water
introduced into the downconier flo\s dovn the downconier and up through the core, into the
utpper plenum. Stcam produced in the core entrains liquid and flows out of the reactor coolant
system via the ADS Stage 4 valves. Tlc Dvi flow and the venting provided by the ADS paths
provide a liquid how\ thrugh the core that enables the core to remain cool.

T1er 2 Material 15.6-lf6 leviion 8
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1The downcnomcr collapsed liquid level (Figurc 15.6.5.4C-I5) v'arics between 23 and 25 feet during
thc analysis. IPressurc spikes produccd by boiling in the corc can cause the mass flow ofrthc l)VI
nfow rates shown in Figures 15.6.5.4C-27 and -28 into the vessel to fluctuate upwards and
downwards.

Boiling in the corn produces stcam and a twvo-phase mixture, which flows out of the corc into the
upper pcnium.'lie core is 14 rcct high, and the core collapsed liquid level (Figurc 15.6.5.4C.-16)
maintains a mcan level close to the top of the corc. 'lhc boiling process causes pressure variations.
which in turn. cause variations in the core collapsed level and the flow rates ol liquid and vapor
out of the top of the core. In the \VCOflRAfrRAC analysis. the core is nodal izcl as descrilbd
in Reference 24. 'f1le void fraction in the top cell is shown in Figure I 5.6.5.4C-1 7 for the core hot
asscibly, and Figure 1 5.6.5.4C-l S shows the void friction that exists one cell further down in
the hot assemblv. The JVT does not uise appreciably) ab-Aovc the saturation tcmperaturc
(I7igure 1 5.6.5.4t'.3-26). 'lre flow through the core and out or tile ractor coolant system is more
than sufficient to provide adequate flushing to preclude concentration of the boric acid solution.
I.idlid collects above tile uLpper core plate in the tipper plenum, wvhere the averagc collapsed
liquid level is about 3.6 feet (Figurc 15.6.5.4C-22). There is no significant tlow through the cold
legs into either the broken or the intact loo.ps and there is no significant quantity ofliquid residing
in anylo threli cold legs.

The pressure in the uplpr plentum is showvn in Figtirc I5.6.5.4C-25. The upper plenum
pressurization, which occurs periodically, is due to the ADS Stage 4 water discharge. The
collapsed liquid level in the hot leg oftthc pressurizer loop varies between 1.0 feet and 2.1 feet.
as shown in Figurc 15.6.5.4(:-19. Injection rates through thc l)VI lines into the vessel are
presented in Fligures 15.(.S.4C-27 and -28.

l 5.6.5.4C.4 Iong-'Term Core Boron Cotictitration

For the APIOOO, wevter carryover out the ADS Stage 4 lines limits the potential core boron
concentration buildup following a cold leg LOGA. hlc higher the ADS Stage 4 vent quality, the
higher the core boron concentration buildup. Analyses havc been pcrformed to bound tile
maximum core boron concentration buildup.

These analyscs demonstrate that highest ADS Stage 4 vent qualities result From the following:

* I lighest decay heat levels

* Lowest P'XS injectionrA[)S 4 vent 'lozvs. including high line resistances and low
containment water levels

The long-terni cooling analysis discussed in subsection 16.6.5.4C.2 is consistent with these
assumptions. The AI)S Stage 4 veint quality resultin fronm this analysis is less than 411 percnrt at the
beginning ol IW'ST inicction and reaches a maximurm or less than 50 percent around the initiation
ofrecirulatioll. It decreases al1er this peak. dropping to a value less than S percent at 14 days.

Whit high decay heat values, the AI)S Stace 4 vent l1oss and velocities arc high. These higLh vent
velocities result in tlow regimes that arc annuilar out through at least 14 days and slugzchurm nalcr
that timc. Such fil' regimes can move waler up and out the AD)S Stage 4 lines. These flow

'1cr 2 Muatcriail 15.6-17 Rcvinioll 8
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regimes are based on tile Taillel-Dukler vertical flow regime map. L.ower decay heat leveis can
also be postulated later in time or just ancr a rfuticling outage. Significantly lower dccay hlat
levels result in lower ADS Stage 4 vent qualities. They also result in ADS Stage 4 vent flowvs/
velocities that are much lower. With low ADS 4 vent flowv velocities, the A'10()0 plant wvill
operate as a manomctcr. flic small amount orsteam generated in the core is sulficient to reduce
the density of' tIle stcantlwater mixture in the Al)S Stage 4 linc and allow tIhe injection head tlo
push tilhe stcaniwatcr mix out tile ADS Stage 4 linc. 'he limiting condition for core boron buildup
is 'ith high decay heat that leads to tile highest ADS Stage 4 vent qualitics.

With the maximum Al)S Stagc 4 vent qualities, the maximum core boron concentration peaks at
a value less than 7400 ppm at the time of recirculation initiation. Afcr this time. the core boron
concentration decreases as the ADS Stage 4 vent quality decreases. reaching 5000 ppm about
6 hours after the accident. lihe core boron solubility temperature reaches a maximum orS8o1' (at
7400 ppm) and quickly drops to 40°1: (at 5000 ppm). With these low core boron solubilitv
temperatures, there is no concern with cold PXS injection water causing boron precipitation in
thc core. With tile I RWST located inside containment. its water temperature is normally cxpectcd
to he above these solubility temperatures. lic minimum core inlet tcmperature is greater than
120°1: considering the minimum I RW'S'I' temperaturc pennitted by the 'Tcchnical Specirications
(0S'l) and theli hcatup of the injection by steam condensation and pickup of scrnsible halt from the
reactor vessel, core barrel. and lower support plate.

The boron concentration water in the containment is initially about 29S0 ppm. As the cor. horon
concentration increases. the containment concentration decreases slightly. 1-he minimumi boron
concentration in containmiernt is greater than 295(0 ppm. The solubility temperature of the
containment wvater at its maximum boron concentration is 32"F.

15.6.5.4C.5 Concltsin ns

Calculations of APl1000 long-temn cooling pcrformance have been performied using the
W\'COIRtrl K.'RACiim dcvclope(I for Aill00 and descritedl in RelZrencc 24. ' lIc )l'l)' casc
was chosen because it reaches sump recirculation at the carlislt time (and highest decay halt). A
window modc case at tile minimuim containment water Icvel postulated to occur 2 weeks into
long-temil cooline was also perfonimed.

TIhe D)ll)\1V small-bracak LOCA exhibits no core uncovcry due to its udequatc reactor coolant
system mass inventory condition during the long-term cooling phase from initiation into
containment recirculation. Adequate nowv through lthe core is provided to maintain a low cladding
temperature and to prevent any buildup of boric acid on the fuel rods. Tlhc vall-to-.%-all -loodup
case using thc wvindowv modc technique demonstrates that effective core cooling is also provided
at the minimum containment water lcvel. 'IThe results orthesc cases demonstrate the capability of'
the Al'I °° passive systems to provide long-term cooling for a limiting LOCA event.

15.6.6 References

I . 10 C1'R 50.46. "Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water
Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors:' and Appendix K to 10 CER 50, "ECCS Evaluation
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Table 15.6.5-13 and Figures 15.6.5.4B-36 through 55 will be replaced with the following table
and figures:

Table 15.6.5-13 DEDVI 20.0 PSI Containment Pressure

Event Time
(seconds)

Break opens 0.0

Reactor trip signal 13.1

Steam turbine stop valves close 19.1

"S" signal 18.6

Main feed isolation valves begin to close 20.6

Reactor coolant pumps start to coast down 24.6

ADS Stage 1 182.5

ADS Stage 2 252.5

Intact accumulator injection starts 254

ADS Stage 3 372.5

ADS Stage 4 492.5

Intact accumulator empties 600.0

Intact loop IRWST injection starts* 1470

Intact loop core makeup tank empties 2123

Note:
*Continuous injection period
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Draft Safety Evaluation Report Open Item Response

Table 15.6.5-13A will be inserted in the DCD after Table 15.6.5-13, and Figures 15.6.5.4B-
36A through 55A will be inserted in the DCD after Figure 15.6.5-55. Table 15.6.5-1 3A and
Figures 15.6.5.4B-36A through 55A are as follows:

Table 15.6.5-13A

DOUBLE-ENDED INJECTION LINE BREAK - 14.7 PSI SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

API000

Time
Event (seconds)

Break opens 0.0

Reactor trip signal 13.1

Steam turbine stop valves close 19.1

"S" signal 18.5

Main feed isolation valves begin to close 20.5

Reactor coolant pumps start to coast down 24.5

ADS Stage 1 182.7

Intact accumulator injection starts 251

ADS Stage 2 252.7

ADS Stage 3 372.7

ADS Stage 4 492.7

Intact accumulator empties 598.4

Intact loop core makeup tank empties 2006

Intact loop IRWST injection starts* 2076
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DEDVI 14.7 PSI- Vessel Side Liquid Break Discharge
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DEDVI 14.7 PSI - Vessel Side Vapor Break Discharge
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DEDVI 14.7 PSI - RCS Pressure
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DEDVI 14.7 PSI - Broken CMIT Injection Rate
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DEDVI 14.7 PSI - Intact CMT Injection Rate
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DEDVI 14.7 PSI - Downcomer Mixture Level
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Figure 15.6.5.4B-43A

DEDVI 14.7 PSI -ADS 1-3 Vapor Discharge
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DEDVI 14.7 PSI - Core Exit Void Fraction
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Figure 15.6.5.4B-45A

DEDVI 14.7 PSI - Core Exit Liquid Flow Rate
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DEDVI 14.7 PSI - Core Exit Vapor Flow Rate
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Figure 15.6.5.4B-47A

DEDVI 14.7 PSI - Lower Plenum to Core Flow Rate
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Figure 15.6.5.4B-48A

DEDVI 14.7 PSI -ADS-4 Liquid Discharge
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Figure 15.6.5.4B-49A

DEDVI 14.7 PSI -ADS4 Integrated Discharge
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DEDVI 14.7 PSI - Intact Accumulator Flow Rate
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Figure 15.6.5.4B-51A

DEDVI 14.7 PSI - Intact IRWST Injection Rate
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Figure 15.6.5.4B-52A

DEDVI 14.7 PSI - Intact CMT Mixture Level
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Figure 15.6.5.4B-53A

DEDVI 14.7 PSI - RCS System Inventory
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DEDVI 14.7 PSI - PRHR Heat Removal Rate
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Figure 15.6.5.4B-55A

DEDVI 14.7 PSI - Integrated PRIR Heat Removal
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Figures .5.6.5.4C,-IA thro'ughA blw'wilbe inserte i in the API 000 DCD af' 'r.F~ig
15.6.5.4C0:14.

AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Analysis
Figure 15.6.5.4C-1A: Downcomer Collopsed Level
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Analysis
Figure 15.6.5.4C-2As Core Average Collapsed Level
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Analysis
Figure 15.6.5.4C-3A: Hot Assembly Top Cell Void
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Analysis
Figure 15.6.5.4C-4A: Hot Assembly Second Cell Void
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Analysis
Figure 15.6.5.4C-5A: Hot Leg Level.Pressurizer Loop
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Analysis
Figure 15.6.5.4C-6As Core Exit Vapor Flow Rote
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AP1000 DEDVI
F i g u r e

Break Long-Term Cooling Analysis
15.6.5.4C-7A: Core Exit Liquid Flow Rote
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Analysis
Figure 15.6.5.4C-BAt Upper Plenum Collapsed Level
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Analysis
Figure 15.6.5.4C-9A: Mixture Flow Rate.ADS-4A Valves [D [D
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term
Figure 15.6.5.4C-1OAs Mixture

Cooling Analysis
Flow Rate.ADS-4B Valves
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Analysis
Figure 15.6.5.4C-11At Upper Plenum Pressure
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term
Figure 15.6.5.4C-12As Hot Rod

Cooling Analysis
Peck Clod Temperature
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Analysis
Figure 15.6.5.4C-13Ai Intact DVI Line Injection Rate
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AP1000 DEDVI Break Long-Term Cooling Analysis
Figure 15.6.5.4C-14A: Broken DVI Line Injection Rote
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Figures 15.6.5.4C-15 through 28 in the AP1000 DCD will be replaced with those shown below.

AP1000 Wall to Wall Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
-~ Figure 15.6.5.4C-15z Downcomer Collapsed Level
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AP1000 Wall to Wall Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure 15.6.5.4C-16: Core Average Collapsed Level
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AP1000 Wall to Wall Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure 15.6.5.4C-17z Hot Assembly Top Cell Void
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AP1000 Wall to Wall Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure 15.6.5.4C-18: Hot Assembly Second Cell Void
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AP1000 Wall to Wall Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure 15.6.5.4C-19i Hot Leg Level.Pressurizer Loop
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AP1000 Wall to Wall Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure 15.6.5.4C-20i Core Exit Vapor Flow Rate
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AP1000 Wall to Wall Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure 15.6.5.4C-21: Core Exit Liquid Flow Rote
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AP1000 Wall to Wall Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure 15.6.5.4C-22t Upper Plenum Collopsed Level
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AP1000 Wall to Wall Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure 15.6.5.4C-23s Mixture Flow Rate.ADS-4A Valves
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AP1000 Wall to Wall Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure 15.6.5.4C-24i Mixture Flow Rate.ADS-4B Valves
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AP1000 Wall to Wall Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure 15.6.5.4C-25: Upper Plenum Pressure
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AP1000 Wall to Wall Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure 15.6.5.4C-26t Hot Rod Peak Clod Temperature
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AP1000 Wall to Wall Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure 15.6.5.4C-27: Intact DVI Line Injection Rate
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AP1000 Wall to Wall Long-Term Cooling Case at 14.7 psia
Figure 15.6.5.4C-28s Broken DVI Line Injection Rote
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PRA Revision:

A5.6.2 Methodology Implementation

The window mode calculation using WCOBRA/TRAC allows simulation of long transients with reasonable
computer resources. As was shown in the validation of methods used in the DCD analysis (Reference A-26), the
calculation may be initiated from an arbitrary set of initial conditions. After an initial period of 500 to 1000 seconds,
the plant reaches a quasi-steady-state that depends mostly on the system boundary conditions. During this
"steady-state" period, the boundary conditions are kept constant. After that, they are set as a function of time
depending on the time window being simulated.

For the API000 T/H uncertainty analysis, a window mode calculation was performed for Case F and Case
G. The time period covered by the WCOBRAFIRAC calculations for the cases is the plant condition
identified as limiting in the DCD analysis transient simulation of the DEDVI break immediately
following the switchover to sump.

For each of the cases analyzed here (Case F and Case G), the level of water in containment is identified
with due consideration of any mass discharged through any open containment vent path.

The containment pressure, sump, and PXS-B temperatures calculated by WGOTHIC with assumptions to
give conservatively low containment pressure are used in Case F to assess the performance of the AP1000
passive safety system. For Case G, atmospheric pressure is specified, and the water level is adjusted to
account for the water mass lost out of the unisolated containment as computed by WGOTHIC.

The following two sections document the results of the WCOBRA/TRAC simulations for these limiting windows
performed for Cases F and G.

A5.6.2.1 Case F - DEDVI Line Break in the PXS-B Room with Three of Four ADS Stage 4,
Containment Isolated

This subsection presents the simulation results of T/H uncertainty Case F - DEDVI line break located in
the PXS-B room with three out of four ADS Stage 4 valves opened and the containment isolated. The
initial conditions are based on the DCD calculation results of the PXS "B" room break accident scenario.
They are selected such that the WCOBRAfIRAC simulation begins 9300 seconds after the break - the
time at which the switchover to sump recirculation occurs. The initial period of code execution establishes
the quasi-steady-state condition.

For this transient, the containment water level is 107.1 feet. The temperature is 196WF in the sump and
182WF in the PXS-B room. The available ADS Stage 4 paths are opened, and the containment pressure is
set to the WGOTHIC calculated value of 18.7 psia. Under these conditions, a 500-second calculation is
performed to ensure that the initial steady-state conditions are achieved in the system and the window
mode calculation is initiated with fixed boundary conditions.

This is the time when the level is at a minimum in containment, yet decay heat remains relatively high.
The levels in the downcomer (Figure A5.3-1), the reactor core (Figure A5.3-2), and the upper plenum
(Figure A5.3-8) are adequate to maintain acceptable core cooling.
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The available three out of four ADS Stage 4 valves provide enough venting capacity to assure adequate
depressurization and successful performance of the passive safety systems (Figures A5.3-9 and A5.3-10).
The fuel remains covered throughout the transient and adequate core cooling is provided to remove the
decay heat.

The window mode demonstrates that the AP1000 passive safety systems provide adequate cooling with
stable DVI injection flows, and decreasing decay heat, for the limiting time in the Case F scenario.

Figures A.5.3-1 through 14 will be replaced with the following figures:
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AP1000 PRA Case F DEDVI Line Break
(containment isolation works)

- Figure A5.3-1s Downcomer Collapsed Level
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AP1000 PRA Case F DEDVI Line Break
(containment isolation works)

Figure A5.3-2s Core Collapsed Level
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AP1000 PRA Case F DEDVI Line Break
(containment isolation works)

Figure A5.3-3t Hot Assembly Void Fraction
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AP1O0O PRA Case
(containment

Figure A5.3-4: Hot

F DEDVI Line Break
isolation works)
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AP1000 PRA Case F DEDVI Line Break
(containment isolation works)

Figure A5.3-5: Hot Leg Collapsed Level
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AP1000 PRA Case F DEDVI Line Break
(containment isolation works)

Figure A5.3-6: Core Vapor Flow Rate
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AP1000 PRA Case F DEDVI Line Break
(containment isolation works)

Figure A5.3-7s Core Liquid Flow Rate
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AP1000 PRA Case F DEDVI Line Break
(containment isolation works)

Figure A5.3-8: Upper Plenum Collopsed Level
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AP1000 PRA Case F DEDVI Line Break
(containment isolation works)

Figure A5.3-9: Single Failure ADS-4 Flow
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AP1000 PRA Case F DEDVI Line Break
(containment isolation works)

Figure A5.3-10s Non-Failure ADS-4 Flow
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AP1000 PRA Case F DEDVI Line Break
(containment isolation works)

Figure A5.3-11t Upper Plenum Pressure
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AP1000 PRA Case F DEDVI Line Break
(containment isolation works)

Figure A5.3-12: Peak Cladding Temperature
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AP1000 PRA Case F DEDVI Line Break
(containment isolation works)

Figure A5.3-13: Safety Injection Flow Rote
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AP1000 PRA Case F DEDVI Line Break
(containment isolation works)

Figure A5.3-14t Intact DVI Injection Flow Rate
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DSER Open Item Number: 21.5-2 Item 19 (Response Revision 4)

Original RAI Number(s): None

Summary of Issue:

As mentioned in the ACRS Meeting in Monroeville in July, 2003, the APEX test facility contains
an oversized downcomer. The oversized downcomer will produce high liquid inventories for
extended periods of time which will maximize the liquid and two-phase levels in the core and
upper plenum. This suggests the APEX facility cannot be used to simulate the minimum liquid
and two-phase levels in the inner vessel that could occur following small breaks in the API 000
plant. With a larger downcomer, more liquid mass will be retained in the vessel for small breaks.
The statements in the Westinghouse August 13, 2003 letter (DCP/NRC1 611) that the APEX-
1000 facility is well scaled to API 000 and the two-phase level remains in the upper plenum
while the core remains covered for all phases of the simulated accident may not be appropriate
and is misleading.

Please discuss the impact of the larger downcomer on the relevant APEX tests and explain why
the facility test results can be used to demonstrate that significant amounts of inventory in this
facility apply to the anticipated AP1000 response. Please also explain the statement that the
APEX tests show the insensitivity of the AP1 000 system behavior to entrainment is unaffected
in lieu of the excessive amounts of liquid in the inner vessel during the tests referred to in the
August 13, 2003 letter.

NRC Follow-on comment (12117/03 meeting handout):

Westinghouse response to 'Item 19' concluded that the APEX test facility is adequately scaled
for downcomer inventory depletion relative to AP1000 during a potential situation in an SBLOCA
where only the liquid inventory in the downcomer is available for core cooling. This is
inconsistent with OSU scaling report (OSU-APEX-03001 on page 6-7), which states that the
APEX facility downcomer is oversized relative to AP1000. Westinghouse needs to explain the
inconsistency.

NRC Follow-on comment (1/8/04 conference call):

In its December 22, 2003, submittal, Westinghouse provided Revision 2 of its response.
Westinghouse concluded that the APEX facility is adequately scaled for downcomer inventory
depletion relative to AP1 000 during a potential situation in a SBLOCA where only the liquid
inventory in the downcomer is available for cooling. This conclusion was based on its scaling
analysis showing that the ratio of the downcomer drain time constant between the APEX test
facility and the AP1000 to be approximated 1/2. However, this time constant ratio was based on
a value of the core mass flow ratio between the APEX and AP1000, which the staff finds to be
based on the results of the "Simple Model" as opposed to using the mass flow ratio for which
the APEX-AP1000 facility was scaled. Using the core flow scale ratio of 1/96, the staff
calculated the downcomer depletion time constant ratio to be close to a value of 1, which
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indicates that the APEX downcomer is oversized since the APEX facility was designed to
operate with a % time scale. This conclusion is consistent with the report OSU-APEX-
03001,"Scaling Assessment for the Design of the OSU APEX-1 000 Test Facility," May 12, 2003,
which indicated that the APEX downcomer is oversized.

1. Please provide an evaluation of the effect of oversized downcomer on the test DBA-2.
That is, assuming the DBA-02 test was performed with the APEX facility having a
properly sized downcomer, what would be the expected core collapsed liquid level
compared to Figure 21.5-2.19 in the August 13, 2003, submittal.

2. Westinghouse needs to address the UAPEX-AP1000 Scaling Report Questions" provided
by the staff in the December 17, 2003 meeting.

NRC Follow-on comment (1/15/04) conference call):

Westinghouse should explain further why the oversized downcomer in the APEX-1 000 facility is
not a significant factor in use of the APEX-1 000 data for code validation.

Westinghouse Response (Revision 4):

In theory, if the APEX-1 000 were ideally scaled for every aspect of the plant geometry and
transient phenomena, the APEX-1000 test results could be applied directly to the AP1000. In
practice it is not possible to ideally scale every parameter and phenomena in a single test
facility, and APEX-1 000 test data cannot be used to directly infer AP1 000 performance.
Instead, the APEX-1000 test data, together with data from other test facilities with different
scaling, is used to validate the computer models used in the AP1000 DCD safety analyses.

The oversized APEX-1 000 downcomer volume does not significantly detract from the use of
APEX-1000 data as part of the validation of the NOTRUMP safety analysis code. Application
of test data to validate the analysis codes used for the AP1 000 DCD safety analysis is
discussed in WCAP-15644P Rev 1, AP1000 Code Applicability Report, September 2003.
NOTRUMP compares well to APEX-1000 test data during the transition from CMT to IRWST
injection when the downcomer volume is the source of cooling water for the core region. This
transition from CMT to IRWST injection is the most limiting period of the small break LOCA
transient. Since the thermal hydraulic phenomena in the AP1 000 plant are the same as in the
APEX-1 000 the NOTRUMP code is able to conservatively model the AP1000 plant during this
limiting phase of the small break LOCA transient.

Westinghouse Response (Revision 3):

1. The following discussion from Revision 2 of this response is revised as shown below to
address item 1 of the 1/8/04 NRC comments:

The scaling report for the OSU APEX-1 000 test facility (see OSU-APEX-03001) correctly notes
in various portions of Section 6.3 that the actual downcomer volume scale (-1/100) in APEX-
1000 is larger than the ideal test facility scaling ratio of 1/192. The scaling report indicates that
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although the downcomer area is distorted in APEX, the height of the downcomer is
appropriately scaled to the 1/4 ideal test facility height scaling ratio. Therefore, the gravity head
associated with gravity drainage from the downcomer should be well scaled in APEX-1 000.

The scaling evaluation presented in Section 6.3 addresses the early portion of the ADS-4 phase
when the ADS-4 flow is in a choked condition and mass flow is scaled by the ideal test scaling
ration of 1/96. However, it is possible that the ADS-4 flow becomes unchoked before IRWST
injection occurs. Therefore, an assessment was made regarding the most important
parameter(s) to scale regarding the downcomer under these conditions. This assessment
concluded that preserving the scaling of the downcomer gravity head and associated
downcomer liquid inventory depletion rate were more important in preserving the integral effect
behavior of the test facility than preserving the ideal volume scale of the downcomer. As noted
above, the downcomer gravity head is appropriately scaled in APEX-1 000 due to the 1/4 height
scale. The discussion below addresses the scaling of the downcomer relative to liquid inventory
depletion.
The appropriate parameters for assessing the scaling of the downcomer liquid inventory are
obtained from the governing conservation equations. The situation of particular interest is the
liquid inventory depletion in the downcomer during the ADS-IRWST transition phase of a limiting
SBLOCA such as a DEDVI event where downcomer liquid inventory is most seriously
challenged. Downcomer inventory depletion rate is the key scaling parameter, rather than
downcomer volume, because the depletion rate determines the rate at which the core
approaches a boiloff condition during the ADS-IRWST transition phase.

Derivation of Scaling Parameters

To obtain the appropriate scaling parameters, apply the conservation of mass equation to the
downcomer region such that downcomer liquid inventory is depleted to satisfy core cooling and
is not replenished via safety injection. The conservation of liquid mass in the downcomer region
for this situation is as follows:

dMdowncomer
liquid

The liquid inventory can be represented via the liquid volume and density such that:

dVdowfcomer
liquid _

Pf -d-mcore

Variables in the above equation can be non-dimensionalized as follows:

+ -m ,,
Mcore mcore, rf
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+ = P1
Pf Pf .rJ

+ = Vd, liquid

Vdc liquid Vd liquid. ref

So,

+ dV dcliquid
dVdc liquid - -V. ref

Where the reference values are:

mcore, ref = core massflow, where the core mass flow reflects that required to match core
power.

Pf, ref = liquid density

AVd¢,=,f = downcomer volume

Substitution of the dimensionless variables results in the following:

( p ) p+ d^V )dc liquid - (m )r+
(Pf wef P (AVd1c ref~ ) dt ~ (core, ref mcore

Dividing by the reference core mass-flow ( mcoreref ) and collecting reference parameters, the
following downcomer liquid inventory depletion rate scaling equation is obtained:

[PI A 1C] ; dVdowncomer
PaAVdc |+ liquid _ +

~score r~ef dt mcore

The above equation can be re-expressed in terms of a time constant ( T ) that represents the
time to drain or deplete the downcomer liquid inventory to satisfy core cooling in the absence of
safety injection to replenish the downcomer:

r 1+ dVdZ liquid _ +

L f]P1 dt = mcore
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Where the time constant represents the liquid inventory storage relative to the depletion rate:

= Pf ]Vdr]

The appropriate scaling ratio for downcomer liquid inventory is therefore obtained by comparing
the above time constant for the APEX-1 000 test facility to AP1 000:

core ]ref.APEX-IOOO
TRatio = 1P AVdc ref ,APEOOO

L score rf,AP1000

The ideal time scaling ratio for APEX-1000 relative to AP1000 is 'h. Ratios less than % indicate
that APEX liquid inventory is depleted faster than AP1000 on a scaled basis, and vice-versa.

Simple Model Inputs and Results

To obtain reference core mass flow values for the downcomer inventory scaling ratio derived
above for APEX-1 000 and AP1 000, the Simple Model (see Open Item Response 21.5-3) was
used with scaled gravity head and scaled core power for the test facility (see Table 1). Table 1
shows the primary differences in inputs to the Simple Model were core inlet temperature (-50
degrees additional subcooling for APEX) and backpressure where 14.7 psia is used for APEX-
1000 (as only atmospheric backpressure has been tested at APEX) and 25 psia for AP1 000.

Table 1 indicates a larger scaled mass-flow rate in APEX-1 000 relative to APO000. Table 1 also
shows that the calculated core collapsed liquid level is somewhat higher in APEX-1 000 relative
to AP1000. This is acceptable as it is consistent with the larger scaled flow through the core
and ADS-4 vent path and the integral effect behavior of APEX-1 000 relative to AP1000 is
preserved as shown below.

Numerical Evaluation of Scaling Parameters

The actual downcomer volume scaling ratio of APEX-1 000 relative to AP1 000 is about 1/112 as
shown in Table 2 below. The mass flow scaling ratio associated with the actual APEX-1 000 test
conditions (pressure, density, etc.) relative to the AP1 000 for a DEDVI event is about 1/58.

Applying these volume and massf low ratios (as liquid density ratio is about unity), it can be seen
that the downcomer drain time ratio between APEX-1 000 and AP1000 is about 1/2.
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K I abc

Impact of Downcomer Size on Scaling and Behavior of APEX-1000 Tests

The impact of downcomer size in APEX scaling is significantly reduced for simulating a potential
safety injection gap period of an AP1000 DEDVI event as a lower containment pressure is
actually simulated in the APEX-1000 test facility relative to that expected in the APIOQO. Due to
difference in pressure conditions, the mass flow ratio scale associated with the actual APEX-
1000 test conditions is less than the mass flow scale ratio (1/96) which would be obtained if
pressure was perfectly preserved. It is expected that if the downcomer were sized according to
the volume ratio of 1/96, APEX-1 000 test DBA-02 would exhibit a faster than ideal scaled
downcomer drain time (-1/1 vs. V2). Based upon system behavior as exhibited by the "Simple
Model", this would lead to reaching IRWST injection cut-in pressure sooner in the DEDVI
transient in this hypothetical test configuration because system pressure reduces as
downcomer/inner vessel level reduces.

In summary, the downcomer volume scale in APEX is distorted (oversized) for integral effect
simulations of safety injection gap periods in which the containment pressure is to be preserved.
However, due to the lower containment pressure actually simulated in APEX-1 000, the test
facility is adequately scaled to simulate downcomer inventory depletion in the context of the
integral system effect behavior of AP1 000 during a potential safety injection gap period in a
DEDVI event.

Table 1: Inputs/Outputs to Simple Model
20)

Rgn. Core
Variable Ocore Zdc Tcin Pdc Xcex Zsat Void CLL CLL% Flow
(Units) (Btu/sec) (ft) (F) (psia) -) (ft) (- (ft) -) (Ibm/sec)

APEX- [
1000 _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _

AP1000 1 60000 1 6.5 180 37.2 0.595 1.83 0.617 6.49 46.3 93.5

Table 2: Reference Values

Reference Parameter APEX-1000 AP1000

AVdcr 1 ab.c 600.4 ft
pf_ 58.5 Ibm/ft3

moore ___ 93.5 Ibm/sec

]
a.b.c
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2. Westinghouse response to the APEX-AP1000 Scaling Report Questions was provided by
Westinghouse letter DCP/NRC 1667, January 9, 2004.

Design Control Document (DCD) Revision:

None

PRA Revision:

None
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